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Abstract
The study of B meson decays to 3 pseudoscalar mesons MMM provides a promising
arena for constraining CP violation from the Standard Model and searching for "new
physics". In this thesis we derive decay amplitudes, rates, and CP asymmetries for B
mesons decaying to MMM, in the limit of SU(2) isospin and in the limit of SU(3)
quark flavor symmetry. Our results are classified according to the relative angular
momentum of mesons in the final states. When all the mesons have relative even
angular momentum, there are 56 decay channels expressed as linear combinations of
7 reduced matrix elements. There are also 7 reduced matrix elements for the 36 decay
channels where all the mesons have relative odd angular momentum. These results
imply relations between the decay amplitudes, including several isospin triangles for
B -- MMM, analogous to the B --+ 7rr isospin triangle. We also derive sum rules for
B MMM, which give approximate SU(2) relations among branching ratios and
CP asymmetries.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Symmetries provide an attractive way to describe nature. Examples of important
symmetry transforms are parity P, charge conjugation C, and the combined transform
CP. The charge conjugation transformation, C, reverses the electric charge and all
the internal quantum numbers of a particle, such as baryon number. C thus converts
a particle to an antiparticle. Meanwhile, the parity operation, P, is the inversion
of all spatial coordinates Y to -X. Charge conjugation and parity symmetries are
each preserved in classical physics and in strong interactions, but are badly broken
by weak interactions. The combined transform CP was historically expected to be
a symmetry of weak interactions, but it too is broken by weak interactions. Careful
study of the pattern by which these symmetries are broken was important to the
construction of the Standard Model. [1]
In the Standard Model, CP symmetry breaking, or CP violation, occurs in elec-
troweak quark flavor changing processes due to the complex phase in the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. The CKM matrix is typically written as follows:
Vud Vu Vub
Vd Vcs Vcb 1.1)
VtdVs Vtb
where each matrix element Vy gives the relative magnitude and phase of the quark
flavor changing process x -- y. The quark names, masses, and charges are in given
Table 1.
The CP violation in the Standard Model, however, is already known to be insuf-
ficient to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe. Furthermore, it
is still not clear whether the CP violation in the CKM matrix is enough to account
for all the CP violation we can observe in collider experiments. A careful study of
experimental constraints on the CKM matrix may reveal other sources of CP vio-
lation at higher energies than physicists have been able to probe in the past, which
is generically called "new physics". It is possible that the CP violation due to new
physics could account for the matter-antimatter asymmetry. Thus an accurate deter-
mination of sources of CP violation would have many implications in particle physics
and cosmology.
Table 1.1: Quark masses and charges from [2].
Flavor Mass Charge (e)
Up u 1.5-3 MeV 2/3
Down d 3-7 MeV -1/3
Strange s 95 ± 35 MeV -1/3
Charm c 1.25 + .09 GeV 2/3
Bottom b 4.20 ± .07 GeV -1/3
Top t 174.2 + 3.3 GeV 2/3
One promising area of research is the study of CP violation in B meson decays.
The phenomenological study of CP violation in B-decays centers on the unitarity
triangle. In order for the CKM matrix to be unitary, there are 6 relations that must
hold between elements of the matrix. The unitarity triangle is one particular relation:
Vu d V*b + Vd Vc*b + Vt dVt = O, or
Vu dV,*b VtdaV,+ 1 + tb- o. (1.2)
VcdVb Ve d V
The angles of the unitarity triangle are defined as:(-VtdaVt b - Vc d Vc b Vu d Vu*b
a = arg V = arg ( tb )- = arg . (1.3)
These angles are called weak phases because the quark flavor changing processes
occur via the weak interaction. There are analogous weak phases defined for the
other unitarity relations. These phases lead to CP violation; a larger weak phase
results in more CP violation. Measurements of CP violation which cannot satisfy
unitarity consistently would imply sources of new physics.
Because B decays to mesons typically involve quark processes such as b - (Tid)u
(with weak phase VudVub) to b - (-d)c (with weak phase VcdVc,*), they are useful for
studying the angles of the unitarity triangle. Decays of B to two mesons, such as
B -- -xr or B -+ -rK, have been well-studied theoretically, and are being analyzed
thoroughly by experimental collaborations such as BaBar and Belle [3, 4].
On the other hand, the decay of B to three mesons M, such as B -- 7rrr and
B --+ K7rr and related decays, is still a fresh area to explore. With the copious
amounts of B decays being observed by experimentalists, predictions for B -- MMM
offers additional tests and constraints on the CKM matrix and sources of new physics
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The goal of this thesis is to provide predictions between different
B --* MMM channels from group theory.
This thesis begins in Chapter 2 with a brief guide to the group theory necessary
for understanding the analysis done here. We discuss the observables and the Hamil-
tonian for the relevant decay processes in Chapter 3. Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted
to a detailed analysis of the group theory of calculating matrix elements and sym-
metrization of the wavefunction. Finally, the predictions for B -+ MMM in both
SU(3) and SU(2) limits are presented. We give a limited list of decay and amplitude
relations, classified according to relative angular momentum of particles in MMM,
in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we discuss useful relations that can be tested by the
data, including isospin triangles analogous to the B --+ 7rr isospin triangle, as well
as four sum rules and their corresponding CP asymmetry sum rules. We conclude
in Chapter 8. The full tables of 3-body decay amplitudes and additional amplitude
relations are presented in the appendices.
Chapter 2
Symmetry and Group Theory
The usefulness of group theory in studying particles composed of quarks stems from
the approximate flavour symmetry of quarks in strong interactions. The strong inter-
action is blind to quark flavor, though not to quark mass. If all the quarks had the
same mass, then there would be an SU(6) symmetry of strong interactions among
the quarks.
Though the quarks do not all have the same mass, as shown in Table 1, the
difference in masses between several quarks is small compared to the typical scale of
strong interactions, A d 200 - 500 MeV. In particular, there is an approximate SU(2)
symmetry known as isospin, between the up and down quarks, because (mn--md)/A is
small. The other quarks are treated as 'singlets' or 'invariants' in the SU(2) limit, and
therefore regarded as if they had infinite mass. Isospin has only about 2% theoretical
error when predictions are compared to observations.
Since (m, - md)/A r- .3, it is reasonable to try to assume an SU(3) symmetry
as well among the up, down, and strange quarks. SU(3) introduces a theoretical
error of about 30% in calculations, but can still provide valuable information. In this
thesis we assume SU(3) symmetry, but note which predictions are true assuming only
isospin, as these predictions are more precise.
2.1 Representations and Tensor Methods
It is now necessary to delineate some basic definitions, methods, and theorems rel-
evant to group theory. Further details can be found in [11]. Our focus will be on
representations of SU(2) and SU(3). A representation is a linear mapping T of group
elements g to matrices which preserves group multiplication: T(g1 )T(g2)= T(gg 2).
An irreducible representation is a representation that has no invariant subspace; other
than the entire vector space, there is no set of vectors that only transforms into itself
under multiplication by matrices of the representation. The dimension of the irre-
ducible representation is the dimension of the vector space acted on by the matrices.
Irreducible representations determine how particles transform under symmetry
operations. SU(2) is the familiar group from quantum mechanics which describes the
rotational symmetry of physical systems. Each irreducible representation of SU(2)
is typically labeled by its spin, and we follow the convention in this thesis; the 2
dimensional representation (the Pauli matrices) is labeled by ½, and the spin S rep-
resentation has dimension 2S + 1. Spin-S particles transform under the irreducible
spin S representation.
In angular momentum the two basis states for spin-! are typically labeled by
projection of spin along the z axis: ITz) and 1z). In SU(2) isospin, we pick the two
eigenstates to be u) and Id), for the u and d quarks. The antiquarks i and d also have
an SU(2) isospin symmetry, and here the eigenstates are picked by convention to be
- d) and IU). Taking the direct product of representations (adding angular momenta
in SU(2)) is typically accomplished using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which can be
found in tables.
We can use tensor methods to arrive at the same results, since the calculations are
far easier. In the tensor analysis, we place the particle states in matrices corresponding
to their representations. The quark doublet in SU(2) is:
Qi( ) ) (2.1)
where we use an upper index for the quarks and a lower index for the antiquarks. The
fundamental representation of SU(3) is the 3. In this thesis SU(3) representations
will labeled by their dimension D, and SU(2) representations will be labeled by spin
S where the dimension is 2S + 1. The quarks in SU(3) are in a triplet and the
antiquarks in an anti-triplet:
S3 :q- 3 (2.2)
Note that while representations of SU(2) are equivalent to their complex conjugate,
this is not true in SU(3). In SU(3), the complex conjugate representation of D is
denoted by D.
From SU(2) we know higher dimensional irreducible representations can be ob-
tained by taking tensor products of the 1, as long as some symmetry restrictions are
imposed. Decomposition of tensor products into a direct sum of irreducible represen-
tations in SU(2) is: m 0 n =Im - n I E Im - nI + 1 E ... D Im + nI. In SU(3) higher
dimensional representations can be obtained by taking tensor products of the 3 and
3, again with symmetry restrictions. The decomposition of tensor products in SU(3)
is done with Young tableaux; this is discussed further in Chapter 5.
Thus an irreducible representation can be written as a tensor with a number of
upper and lower indices, each of which refers to the lowest dimensional representation
( in SU(2) or 3 and 3 in SU(3)), and with symmetry constraints on the indices:
B' 1i 2 .  In SU(3), if a representation D has n upper indices and m lower indices,
then D has m upper indices and n lower indices. Without proof, we now state some
results regarding tensors irreducible representations. [11] The first two are necessary
for some of the symmetrization done in Chapter 5.
First, an irreducible representation B 1...m must be symmetric in its upper in-First, jl2 3... im
dices, symmetric in its lower indices, and must satisfy the traceless requirement:
Jk B1%2....Zn = 0, where k e 1, 2, ...m and f E 1, 2,...n.
Second, the Levi Civita symbols Eijk and Eij k and the Kronecker delta 5' are
invariant tensors in SU(3). In SU(2), Jk , e~j and 0 are invariant. These are invariant
because singlets (0-dimensional representations) can be formed by contracting upper
and lower indices using Eijk or 6~. For example AiBkk4 and fijkA'Bi Ck are singlets. A
singlet does not change under rotations in the flavor symmetry space and is therefore
invariant. Note also that these invariant tensors can be used to raise or lower indices.
Finally, the Wigner Eckart Theorem is essential. This theorem is proven in [11]
and [12]; here we give the result. Suppose we are given two states that transform
under irreducible representations labeled by £ and n, respectively, and are labeled by
it and in within the representations. For example, in SU(2), we could have particles
with spin angular momentum £ labeled by the z component of angular momentum,
me. The two states may also have other labels which we denote by a and a'.
Next, consider a tensor operator Ok . A tensor operator O is defined to be a
set of operators that transforms under commutation with a specific set of operators
(the generators of the Lie algebra) like an irreducible representation of dimension
k. Specifically, suppose the ket i[, it) transforms as the iith state in the irreducible
representation f. Then Ok It, it) transforms like the direct product of two irreducibles:
Ik7m) 0 It,it).
The Wigner-Eckart Theorem states:
(E, it, aOkm In, in, a') = (f, al|OkI n, a') (1, itlk, m; n, in) (2.3)
where (f, al Ok In, a') is a number, called the reduced matrix element, that is inde-
pendent of m, it and in. The number (f, it lk, m; n, in) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
that depends only on the transformation properties of states and operators, and is
nonzero only when the irreducible £ appears in the tensor product k 0 n. Note that
it is necessary for e to appear and not i because f is the label of the bra state.
(E, it, a|OJkn, in, a') must be an SU(3) invariant, or a singlet, and only a represen-
tation and its complex conjugate representation can form a singlet. In the tensor
language, this means the upper and lower indices must match up in order to be
contracted.
The particle states and operators in this thesis transform as irreducibles. The
Wigner-Eckart theorem implies the matrix elements depend only a few reduced matrix
elements which we will enumerate in Chapter 4. The group theory calculation then
gives the relative dependence of a decay channel on each reduced matrix element.
Chapter 3
Observables and the Electroweak
Hamiltonian
For the decays B -+ M1M2M3 we are concerned with the B, 7r, 7, and K mesons,
which are spin-0 (pseudoscalar) bosons composed of one quark and one anti-quark.
The particle convention adopted in this thesis is:
B- = bU -B = -bd Q = bs
B + =bu B = -bd B =-bs
07r- ==d 7r - (tt-u-dd) 7r+ = --dufv2 (3.1)K- = s = 2
K + = §u Ko = 9d
78 = (u + dd - 2s)/v
The negative signs in Eq. 3.1 are included such that particle states correspond directly
to isospin eigenstates in the standard sign convention of Clebsch-Gordan tables. In
addition, the r8 above is part of of the meson octet (see Eq. 3.2 below); the physical
r is a mixture of r78 and the singlet r7 = (Uu + dd + -s)/V3. The physical q can be
written as cos q 8s + sin rqj, with the mixing angle b f 10 - 200. In this thesis,
we limit our analysis to 778. In SU(2), both 7 and r78 are singlets, and thus the
non-negligible mixing angle does not alter the group theory predictions. However,
any SU(3) results derived involving r78 have an uncertainty due to qI - 78 mixing
associated with them.
Particles which are combinations of quarks and anti-quarks can form a tensor with
one upper index for the u, d, s quarks and one lower index for the U, d, - anti-quarks
in SU(3). The b quark is a singlet and has no index. The SU(3) meson octet is the
8-dimensional irreducible representation formed by taking the tensor product 3 0 3.
We write the states in the matrix M as:
7o + 7 -ro K+
M_ 7r- + -7 Ko  (32)vK (3.2)
_Ro 2,qr
Again note the negative signs in front of 7r and K0 in keeping with the particle
convention of this thesis. Each element of the matrix M, is a sum of mesons M
weighted by (qi kIM). Thus Eq. 3.2 is a convenient way of keeping track of the ket
states [11]:
M qik T 0) +,q J |) + K+ K±) + Ko Ko) ... (3.3)
i,k
We can think of the mesons in Eq. 3.2 as creation operators (on ket states) or an-
nihilation operators (on bra states). Taking the conjugate of the above equation
gives:
(qiqkl (M*)k = K07ro-F + (Kq I + (K+ K + (KO I o... (3.4)
i,k
Hence M can also be used to keep track of the bra states, by regarding the mesons in
M as creation operators acting on the bra state of the conjugate particle. We define
ka tensor M to keep track of the bra states, defined by M i  (M*) . Note that in
-kthis case = M k  .
In SU(3) the B mesons form an anti-triplet, or a triplet if one looks at the con-
jugate particles:
B B- -R -0BB B B (3.5)(BOSBo
B has an upper index and B has a lower index. In practice, we will label both B and
B by B and just use the index to indicate whether we mean a triplet or an anti-triplet.
In SU(2) there are a number of triplets and doublets:
7r 0 K
7( _r K -RoV2_
B B- _0 B ( B0  (3.6)
The kaons form doublets here because the s quark is a singlet in SU(2).
While the results derived in this paper are strictly all B -- MMM, which is the
decay of a b quark, all results can be directly applied to the CP conjugate process
B --+ MMM for the decay of the b quark. The only difference is that weak phases
in decay amplitudes must be conjugated. We work through an explicit example in
Chapter 7.
3.1 Observables
Using the Wigner-Eckart Theorem, we will be calculating the decay amplitudes A =
(MMM|H|B) which is dimensionless. A12 is proportional to the (unnormalized)
decay rates F(B --> MMM). The CP conjugate process of A will be denoted by A.
The branching ratio is the time-independent observable quoted most frequently
by experimentalists and is defined as
1 = dd_ 1_ (JA1 2 + (2Br - dm 2d 2r)3 2m 2(3.7)
for three-body decays to pseudoscalars [2]. Here m,. = (p, + pj) 2, and pi is the 4-
momentum of the ith particle. The integral over m 2 and m 3 is equivalent to the
integral is over all possible momenta of the 3 final mesons, given that the B is initially
at rest and the initial energy of the system is mB (in units where c = 1). The numerical
constants under the integral, including the mB, are phase space factors. Meanwhile,
FB is the total decay rate of the specific B particle which is decaying, for example
B-. Note that FB is equal to 1/rS in the equation above, where TB is the lifetime of
the particle, and is not the specific decay rate F(B -+ MMM) oc IA(B --+ MMM)12 .
Also FB- = PFB+ and FBo . FPo.
The other parameter we will be concerned with is the CP asymmetry, defined as
ACP - J1l2 + 2 (3.8)|Al 2 +l 2
Clearly if there is no CP violation Acp will be 0.
3.2 CKM Matrix
Matrix elements of decays are weighted by elements of the CKM matrix, so the sizes of
these numbers can suppress or enhance various reduced matrix elements, depending
on the decay. This information is useful in making approximations for the values of
decay amplitudes.
The Wolfenstein Parameterization of the CKM matrix is [13]:( 1- A2 _ A4  A AA3(p - i\)
-A+ A2 5 [1 - 2(p + iJ)] 1- A2 - 1 4 (1 + 4A2) AA2  (3.9)
AA 3[1 - (1 - A2)(p + ia)] -AA 2 + !AA 4 [1 - 2(p + ia)] 1 - !AA2 4
The parameters A, p, , are of order unity. IAI m .2 and terms of O(A'6) were ignored.
The following representation of the CKM matrix gives only the order of magnitude
of the elements and will be used below to justify the smallness or largeness of various
terms:
Vud VusVb IlA A3
V( d VUs Vcb Y A 1 2 . (3.10)
SVtd Vts Vtb ) A3 A2 1)
3.3 Electroweak Hamiltonian
The electroweak Hamiltonian describing Ab = 1 transitions b --+ f, where f is d or s,
is given by
10,7y,8g
Hw - VpbpOf (C1 + C20 + Ci0o),
p=u,c i=3
(3.11)
with GF, Ci constants and 0 are operators [14]. The standard basis of operators are:
O0 = (Ub)v-A(fU)V-A,
0C = (-Tb)v-A(C)v-A,
03 = (fb)v-A(qq)V-A,
05 = (fb)V-A(qq)V+A,
3eq -
07 = -- q-(fb)V-A (qq)V+A,2
3eq -
09 = -- (fb)V-A (qq)V-A,2
OU = (UOb)V-A•(ao)V-A,
O = (-'ba)V-A(faC)V-A,
04 = (f3b)V-A(-qo)V-A,
06 = (fba)v-A(qAO)V+A,
3 eq
Os = (f,3b)V-A(~0qa)V+A,
3e0 - b
0o10 = e (fba)V-A(-qaq3)V-A,
mb -
07,,g = 82 -f "'{ eFI, gG,Ta}(1 5)b. (3.12)
The sum over q = u, d, s, c, b is implicit in (qq). The labels a, 3 are color indices
and the eq label is electric charge. The V-A and V+A subscripts on the operators
denote spin structure. The As = 0 (strangeness preserving) and As = 1 (strangeness
changing) Hamiltonians are obtained by respectively setting f = d and f = s in
Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12.
We are only concerned with analyzing the flavor structure; the other parts of the
Hamiltonian will all be absorbed into the reduced matrix elements. We also make
the further simplification of ignoring the (qq) operators, since these are singlets in
the group theory. The charm quark c is also a singlet. Thus for our purposes the
operator basis that contains only the non-singlet flavor operators can be written as:
0,2 --+ (ub)(fu)
0O,2 -- (fb)
03,4,5,6 -- (fb)
3e q
07,8,9,10 -+ (fb) (qq)
for b -- u f
for b * f
for b ~ f
3eq
for b ~ f ( eqq).2
The operators in the left column of Eq. 3.13 correspond to the processes listed in the
right column. The final state quarks appearing in each process are the conjugate of
the quarks appearing in the operator because these operators are annihilation and
creation operators on the quarks. Hence b needs to act on the initial state and the
other quarks need to act on the final state (they act on the ket if b acts on the bra).
The (3•lqq) operator can be written as 3U + 3c - (qq) and is thus composed of a
(3.13)
piece that transforms like the 03,4,5,6 operators and a piece that transforms like O, 2 -
In the group theory, the operators in Eq. 3.13 are the only ones contributing to
B --+ MMM. The operator O', 2 contributes even though there are no charm quarks
in the octet mesons because the cc pair can annihilate to a gluon, producing a qq. All
of these operators can be combined with an arbitrary number of singlets qq, produced
by flavor singlet gluons. For the decay B -- MMM, it is necessary to include two
extra singlets for the (fb) operator and one extra singlet for every other operator
in Eq. 3.13. For a group theory analysis these singlets only affect the value of the
reduced matrix elements.
The operators 01,2 are called the tree operators and the operators O ,2and 03,4,5,6T h o e r t r s 'l21 , 0 3 ,4 ,5 ,6
are called penguin operators. The 07,8,9,10 operators are typically called the elec-
troweak penguin operators. Fig. 3-1 shows some possible quark diagrams correspond-
ing to these operators. There are many possible quark diagrams contributing to a
decay B --+ MMM, such as as the annihilation diagrams also shown in Fig. 3-1.
However, the operators in Eq. 3.13 and the Hamiltonian, Eq. 3.11, give all the infor-
mation about the decays as far as the flavor structure is concerned, since the group
theory analysis cannot distinguish between two operators which transform in the same
way. The annihilation diagrams in Fig. 3-1 (c) and (d), for example, correspond to
operators that transform in the same way as 03,4,5,6.
The Hamiltonian, Eq. 3.11, gives the relevant CKM factor for each operator. To
see how this comes about, consider the penguin operators 03,4,5,6 and O2 which
correspond to b - f. These operators transform as 3s in SU(3) because b is a
singlet. The isospin of the operators is AI = 0 in As = 1 processes and is AI = 1/2
in As = 0 processes. However, 03,4,5,6 has a CKM factor of VubVl* I + VcbVc* while 0'Uf f 1,2
has a CKM factor of VcbVc* according to Eq. 3.11. Now using unitarity, we can write:
Vub V*f + VCb VCf + Vtb Vtf = 0. (3.14)
Though 03,4,5,6 in reality has a CKM factor of lVtbVtf, it can be written with a factor
of VubV,* + VcbV* instead. Both VcblV4 and VtIK are - A 3 forf = d and A2 for
f = s from Eq. 3.10. However, VubVl* I is - A3 for f = d and A4 for f = s.
The tree operator O,2 corresponds to b - Ufi where f is d or s. An example
is shown in Fig. 3-1(b). These operators are the tensor product of three non-singlet
quark operators and transform as 3 ( 6 @ 15 in SU(3). The electroweak penguin
operators 07,s,9,10 also transforms as 3 e 6 e 15 in SU(3) because (3`_qq) = 1u +
c- }(q). While 07,8,9,10 has a piece that transforms like the penguin operator,
this piece can be combined with the 3 in 3 E 6 e 15. The isospin of the operators is
AI = 1 in As = 1 processes and AI = 5 in As = 0 decays. However the CKM factor2
for 07,8,9,10 is VtbVtf while the CKM factor for O,2 is Vu bV**f
To summarize, the As = 0 decays have contributions from processes with Vu bV*d
A3 and Vc bV* A3 . (We always will remove CKM factors involving t using Eq. 3.14.)
The relative weak phase of these two CKM factors is 7y in Eq. 1.3. Meanwhile the
As = 1 decays have contributions from processes with Vu bV* - A4 and VcbV  - A 2.
As a result, for the As = 1 Hamiltonian, contributions with CKM factor VubV*, are
suppressed by O(A 2) relative to contributions with CKM factor of VcbVc*. Even though
(a) Penguin (b) Tree
ub V,*fVtbVtf
(c) Penguin Annihilation (d) Tree Annihilation
Figure 3-1: Some of the quark diagrams corresponding to operators in Eq. 3.13.
There are a number of possible quark diagrams for a given operator, and only a few
are shown here. However they do not affect the group theory. Possible pairings of
the quarks into the final state mesons are represented by the ellipses. Each diagram
is associated with a CKM matrix factor, labeled in the figure. Antiquarks are arrows
pointing away from mesons. The unlabeled quark-antiquark pairs are all singlets (qq),
or penguins. The p means either d or s, depending on the Hamiltonian.
these coefficients are suppressed we cannot drop these terms since they are important
for interference in OP violation. Finally, the CP conjugate of a process conjugates
the CKM factors but not the coefficients multiplying the CKM factors. If a decay has
contributions from processes with a relative weak phase, the CP conjugate decay will
have a different amplitude, resulting in CP violation. The size of the CP violation
is quantified by Eq. 3.8.
3.4 Components of the Hamiltonian
There are two types of operators as far as group theory is concerned. The tree
operators and electroweak operators corresponding to b -+ Tfu are 3 0 (3 0 3) =
3 0 (1 D 8) = 3 G 3 ED 6 E 15, as we will show below. Next, the penguin operators
corresponding to b -+ fqq are simply 3s.
Therefore the Hamiltonian has three parts, transforming as a 3, 6, and 15, respec-
tively. We write the parts of the Hamiltonian as H(3)i , H(-)( and H(15)j [11]. The
number in the parentheses indicates how that part of the Hamiltonian transforms.
Note that it is necessary to give the tensor H(6)" two upper indices and one lower
index for the index contraction to work in Eq. 4.1 below. A tensor which transforms
as a 6 typically has 2 lower indices. However, a 3 can be formed from an antisym-
metric combination of two 3s using the Cijk tensor. As a result H(6)" will transform
as a 6 if we impose antisymmetry on the upper two indices.
In general, the components of the tensors H(3)', H(6)( and H(15)i are linear
combinations of the physical constants of the electroweak Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.11,
weighted by CKM matrix elements. Hence the H components can be written as
VubV.* X + VbVc*Y, where f = d or s and X and Y are constants. The components
of H(3) will have contributions from tree and penguin operators, and include CKM
factors of VubV,*f and VcbVe). Meanwhile the components of H(6) and H(15) will have
contributions only from tree and electroweak penguin operators, with CKM factors
of VubV.*f and VtbVtf. Since the contribution from electroweak penguin operators is
expected to be small, the effect of adding VtbVtf terms to H(6) and H(15) should also
be small. Nevertheless, we keep them in order to make our analysis complete.
In the group theory analysis, however, only the symmetry properties of the irre-
ducible representations matter. Thus the amplitude relations we derive are indepen-
dent of the components used. We will only impose the restriction that an irreducible
representation B, 'j..j must be symmetric in its upper indices, symmetric in its lower
indices, and be traceless. Hence H(15)" is symmetric in its upper two indices. We
will set the components of the Hamiltonian to be numbers, and separate our calcula-
tions according to As = 0, for f = d, or As = 1, for f = s. Depending on As, only
certain components of the Hamiltonian will be nonzero. This choice of components
simplifies calculation. The weak phases and other constants from Eq. 3.11 will all be
absorbed into the reduced matrix elements of the Wigner-Eckart Theorem.
We use the same components as Savage and Wise, who calculated B --+ MM
group theory relations in [15]. The components can be derived by writing out the
tensor product of 3 0 3 0 3 with indices. We begin with 3 0 3:
1 1 (3.15)3 0 3 = 8 : 1" qj4k = (qj-k 3 ok q'41) + 3•kq 41 (315)
with an implied sum over repeated indices. The term in parentheses is an 8 and the
other term is a 1. Call the 8 v . Then 3 0 8 is:
1 11
vk  k + WJVk - 5WV -- l(Ww o Vi)w'i=2 46w 46w
1 M mn 3 i 1 I
+ E23 (ElmnWVm + Ekmn m 1l) + ok 1 -- V) (3.16)
where each term in parentheses transforms as a 15, 6 and 3 respectively. Given an
operator such as udd we know which components of qJ, qk, and w' are nonzero: for
example q1 for u, 42 for d and w2 for d. A convenient convention is to then set those
components of q-, 4k, and w& to be 1 because of our freedom in defining the reduced
matrix elements. From this one obtains the components of the various parts of the
Hamiltonian. The nonzero components used in the computation for the As = 0
Hamiltonian are:
H(3)2= 1
H(6)12 = H(6)23 = -H(6)32 = -H(6) 1 = 1
H(15)12 = H(15)21 = 3
H(15)22 = -2
H(15)12 = H(15) 3 = -1. (3.17)
The nonzero components used in the computation for the As = 1 Hamiltonian are:
H(3)3 = 1
H(6)~ = H(6)32 = -H(6) •3 = -H(6) = 1
H(15) 13 = H(15)31 = 3
H(15)33 = -2
H(15)23 = H(15)32 = -1. (3.18)
Note that the weak phase factors for the As = 1 reduced matrix elements are different
from that of the As = 0 reduced matrix elements.
Chapter 4
Effective Hamiltonian and Matrix
Elements in SU(3)
The electroweak Hamiltonian H describes decays of B to three mesons, MMM.
Therefore (M1 M2M3 1HIB) gives the decay amplitude for B --- M1 M2 M3 . To fully
understand all the group theory involved in computing (MiM2M 31HIB), it is neces-
sary to delve into details of tensor product decomposition and symmetrization. In
this chapter, we focus on the physics; the details of the group theory are presented
in the next chapter.
The procedure for computing (M1 M2M3 1HIB) is to construct SU(3) invariants
by contracting indices of the meson octets with the index of the B meson and the
indices of the various parts of the Hamiltonian: H(3)', H(6)j and H(15)j. The
contraction of indices can be pictured as diagrams shown in Fig. 3-1. A contraction
between indices of two mesons such as MkMj indicates that a quark-antiquark singlet
contributes a quark to one meson and an antiquark to the other. A contraction such
as B Mj indicates that the anti-quark in the original B meson contributes to the
formation of the meson Me'. Because the indices of the mesons B and M are fixed,
the Hamiltonian must have an extra upper index compared to the number of lower
indices. Hence we chose the 6 part of the Hamiltonian as H(6)j, where H(6) is
antisymmetric in its two upper indices.
From the tensor analysis, we derive an effective Hamiltonian for B -+ M1 M2M3
in SU(3) as follows. To find an SU(3) invariant, we find all the unique ways of
contracting indices:
ik (M Mm )k i£bM fM~ ik(MkM(
Heff a3BiH(3)'(Mjk MjlM) +bBM H(3)k( M + C3 BiMjM Mj H(3)
+ d6BiH()M (M M ) + e6 B iM Mi H(6) kMii -k I m -- k
g+ f M () kMm + g6BMH(6)i( MjM M
+ M (M MH) + i15BiM MfH(15)RkM
+ 15BijH(15) M k + k BH(15)M M M (4.1)
where there is an implied'sum over all repeated indices. The constants a 3, b3, ... , k 15
of the effective Hamiltonian are the reduced matrix elements of the Wigner-Eckart
(a) B - H(3) M - M (d) B-H MM M M
\M /  (e) B-MM-H 
_M
(b) B - M- H(3) M_ M (f) B-M-H M
\M/
(c) B - M- M- M - H (3) (g) B H-M
I I
M-M
Figure 4-1: The effective Hamiltonian of Eq. 4.1. Every line represents an index
contraction. Hence there is one line extending from every B and H(3) and there are
two lines from every M. There are three lines from every H, which could be H(6)
or H(15). Diagrams (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the terms multiplying a3, b3 and
c3 respectively. Diagrams (d), (e), (f), and (g) correspond to the terms multiplying
d6 , e6 , f6 and g96 respectively when H is replaced with H(9). When H is replaced
with H(15), diagrams (d)-(g) correspond to the terms multiplying h15, i1 5 ,j 15 and
k15, respectively.
Theorem. Their subscripts denote the representation of the Hamiltonian in each term.
The 11 terms in the effective Hamiltonian implies that there are 11 singlets in the
tensor decomposition of
(80808030 3)
S(80808 060)
® (8 0 8 0 8 0 15 0 3). (4.2)
The terms in the Eq. 4.1 can also be seen diagrammatically in Figure 4-1. In the
figure each index contraction is represented by a line connecting two tensors, and the
number of lines from a tensor is the number of indices it has. Each part of the figure
is a term in the Hamiltonian. The first three match the terms with H(3). The last
four match both the terms with H(9) and those with H(15) since H(9) and H(15)
have the same number of upper and lower indices. Because a tensor is traceless no
line extending from a tensor loops back to itself.
In computing (M1 M2M3 1HIB) the effective Hamiltonian should in general have
M instead of M, where M is defined using Eq. 3.4. Since M = M we can just
use M here. This gives the effective Hamiltonian as a sum of creation or annihilation
operators. However, because the creation operator for (MI is the annihilation operator
for IM), all mesons M appearing in the effective Hamiltonian must be conjugated.
(Practically, this can be carried out by transposing all the M matrices in Eq. 4.1.)
Thus we obtain the coefficient to every BMMM term in the effective Hamiltonian
as the relative contribution to the decay B -+ MMM.
4.1 Including Angular Momentum and Symmetriz-
ing the Wavefunction
The expression for the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.1 has not yet been subject to
the constraints of angular momentum and symmetrization. In this section we discuss
the symmetrization of the wavefunction. Further discussion of symmetrization using
Young tableaux may be found in Chapter 5.
The mesons in the SU(3) flavor symmetry limit are identical particles labeled by
spin and flavor. The pseudoscalar mesons in the meson octet are spin 0 and must
obey Bose statistics. The total wavefunction of a meson has the form:
' = -- space 'flavor (4.3)
where we have dropped the bcolorV)spin part of the wavefunction because the color and
spin wavefunctions of a pseudoscalar meson are flavor singlets and identical for all
mesons. The color and spin part of the wavefunction is already symmetric under
interchange of two mesons. The wavefunction in Eq. 4.3 must be symmetrized with
respect to every two mesons in the final state. Furthermore, the reduced matrix
elements depend on the angular momentum states. In this section we discuss five
different cases of relative angular momentum between the mesons, and evaluate the
number of reduced matrix elements for each case.
If the relative angular momentum of two mesons is L, the symmetry under inter-
change of spatial wavefunctions is (-1)L. An even L implies the flavor part of the
wavefunction must be symmetric under exchange of flavor labels of those two mesons.
Meanwhile L odd implies the flavor part must be antisymmetric. It is also possible
for two mesons to have no symmetry under exchange in the spatial part but only be
symmetric under the combined exchange of both spatial and flavor parts. The differ-
ent possibilities for angular momentum in the final states are given in Table 4.1. Note
it is not possible for two of the particles to have relative odd angular momentum, and
another two to have relative even angular momentum. Suppose 102 = -2 1 and
01V)3 03i/1. Then
01020-3 213 - -- )2V3V1 = /)1V)3V2 - 030102 2 -030201, (4.4)
but we assumed 010203 = 030201. Hence this symmetry is not possible. Nor is
it possible for two pairs of the particles to have relative odd (or even) angular mo-
mentum, but for the last pair to have no symmetry. Suppose 0102 = +4241 and
V13 ±= 3011. Then
0102/3 = ±02•103 = 020301 = ±01632 (4.5)
which implies b20 3 = ±0302. Then all the particles must have relative odd (or even)
angular momentum. This explains why Table 4.1 has only 5 rows.
Now we impose these restrictions on the effective Hamiltonian. We must sym-
metrize M/Ib 1) JM 26 2) M3 3) where Mi and ip refer to specific flavor and spatial
Table 4.1: Different cases for relative angular momentum in MMM. The bi +--+
columns give symmetry under exchange of spatial wavefunctions of Mi and My. The
/ means the two mesons are not in relative angular momentum eigenstate, so that
there is no symmetry property. In rows 2 and 4, which have a + or - in one column
and a / in the other two columns, exactly two of the mesons are in a relative angular
momentum eigenstate. These two mesons are labeled by M1 and M 2 in this table;
however they could also be labeled M2 and M3 or M 1 and M3. The column IT)
indicates where the explicit wavefunction may be found. The last column of the table
gives the number of reduced matrix elements.
V) I /2 ' 1 V)3 V)2 V)3 1) Reduced Matrix Elements
/ / / Eq. 4.6 < 53
+ E/ / .4.10 < 28
+ + + Eq. 4.12 7
- / / Eq. 4.10 < 25
- - - Eq. 4.12 7
wavefunctions. In general the symmetrized wavefunction is:
1
4') = M( IMb) M2 ) M3 3) + M2 2) IMII) M32 3) + IM34 3) JM2 b2) IMII)
+ IMi1) AM3 3) M2A)2) + IM2- 2) 2M34 3 ) Ml0 ) + IMa0 3) IM11) IM202 )
(4.6)
where the color and spin labels have been dropped since they are identical for all
mesons. It is more useful for our purposes to separate the flavor and spatial tensor
product spaces, in the following form:
1
6) =1( IMIM 2M3 ) I 2 3) + M2MIM 3  2 1I 013) + IM3M2MI) 1030201)
+ M1M3M2) 1010 36) + 2 IM2M3MI) 1 2•b•3 1) +1 M3M1M2) k301-2)). (4.7)
In order to keep track of the spatial wavefunction, we keep track of the ordering
of the Ms in the Hamiltonian of Eq. 4.1. For example:
H(123) = a(123)BiH(3) (MjleM2jM3a)
f i k.
+ b(123)BiMZAH(3)k(M2MaM3 ') + c(123)Bi l1 M2 M3'H(3)k-ijk M rn f rn -k j(g ii MIg k + M2 (g%
+ d(123)BiH(6) M (M2 M 3 ) + e(123)BiM M 2 mH()M 3
+ f(123)BiMl1H(6) kM2jM 32 + g(123)BiH(6),/M M2 mM3f(2) i ( Mj k k . j f M
+ h(123)BiH(15)M l (M 2 MQWgm ) + Z(123)BiH(15)j MjM2m M3
+ j(23)M H(15)M2 3 + m k (4.8)J(123)BjMj' (15)j M2rnMak  k(123)BjMjrnM~g H(15)kAj Ma 
where there is again an implied sum over all repeated indices. The constants a(123 ),
b(123), ... , k(123) are reduced matrix elements. The (123) subscripts of H(123 ) and these
reduced matrix elements refer to how M M2 M3 is contracted in each term. This
also labels the spatial wavefunctions '010 2 3 . For example, in H(2 13 ) the first term
would be a(213)BiH(3)( f 3 which differs from the a(123 ) term in H(123 ) Of
Eq. 4.8 by the interchange of 1 +- 2. H(2 13 ) gives contributions to the final state
I M22Ml 2 1 M30¢3 ) .
There are a total of 6 different effective Hamiltonians H(,) we can construct,
where (pv-y) is a permutation of (123). Using Eq. 3.3, we then directly read off the
amplitude (M,0,M,,VP,MY,0.ijH|B) from the coefficient for BMM,,M y appearing
in H(,,,). Note that because the reduced matrix elements depend on the angular
momentum, they depend on (pv-y). In general, the total effective Hamiltonian is a
sum of all the H(, 7 ):
Heff = H(123) + H(213) + H(132) + H(321) + H(312) + H(231) (4.9)
so that Heff gives the contribution to (I|IHIB).
If none of the Ms have a relative angular momentum symmetry, then there are
no conditions to impose on Heff. There are 11 reduced matrix elements in each
H(,,), and 6 different H(,,,V), resulting in up to 66 independent reduced matrix
elements in Hef. However, there are several terms that have a manifest symmetry
in the Ms: the a terms are cyclically symmetric in all three mesons, and b, d, and
h terms are symmetric in two of the mesons. This can easily be seen in Fig. 4-
1. Hence there are effectively only two a terms and 3 of each of the b, d, and h
terms. This reduces the number of independent reduced matrix elements in Heff to
at most (66 - 4 - 3 x 3) = 53. This number is a bound and does not consider the
symmetries that may relate various terms of the effective Hamiltonian; we will see
several examples of these symmetries below.
In the mixed symmetry case two of the spatial wavefunctions, say '1 and V/2, have
relative angular momentum L. We use the symmetry in the wavefunction to rewrite
Eq. 4.6 as:
1
J') = (• M10 1) IM2 P2) JM3 3) + (-1)L IM2 1) M10 2) M3P 3)
+ |M343) M1 ' 1) M2 /2) + (-1)L 1M3 ' 3) M2 1) IM10 2)
+ IM2 2) IM30 3)IM711 ) + (-1)L IM1/M 2) IM3 3) IM20 1) ). (4.10)
This wavefunction can also be written as:
1I) = ((IM) IM2) M3 + (1)L IM2) IMO) 1M)) ) 2) 3)
+ (IMA3) IM) IM 2) + (_1)L IM3) M2) IM2 )) 13) I01) 102)
+ (IM2) IM3) IM1) + (_1)L IM1) I M3) 0 IM2) 3• 1)).  (4.11)
To impose this symmetry on the effective Hamiltonian, we symmetrize or antisym-
metrize M, and M2 in H(123), H(3 12 ), and H(231) and sum these three terms. This
gives us contributions to the first, second, and third lines of Eq. 4.11 respectively.
Note that we could also have symmetrized M2 and M3 or M3 and MI. However,
this simply corresponds to a relabeling of the mesons from M 1M 2 M3 to M2 M3 M 1 or
M3M 1M2.
Thus when there is a mixed symmetry in two mesons, there are up to 33 inde-
pendent reduced matrix elements, 11 for each of the symmetrized or antisymmetrized
H(123 ), H(312 ), and H(23 1). However, there can only be one independent a contri-
bution because symmetrizing (or antisymmetrizing) any two mesons in (MtMMM) j
gives a totally symmetric (or totally antisymmetric) combination of all three mesons.
Similarly, there can only be two independent matrix elements from the b, d and h
terms Ml (M2m 3M.): symmetrizing the first and third mesons or the first and
second mesons give equivalent contributions. Therefore there can only be up to
(33 - 2 - 1 x 3) = 28 independent reduced matrix elements for even mixed symme-
try. The b, d, and h terms cannot be antisymmetrized in one pair of mesons so for
odd mixed symmetry there are at most (28 - 3) = 25 independent reduced matrix
elements.
The final cases are when every pair of particles has relative even angular momen-
tum, or every pair of particles has relative odd angular momentum. Then because of
the symmetry on the spatial wavefunction, the total wavefunction can be written as:
1 (
I() 1= (11) 1'•2) •03)) 0 ( ) IM2)IM3) + IM2) IM3)IM 1) + M3) IM1) IM2)
± tM1) IM3)IM2)) + M2) IM1)iM) I 3)+ IM3) IM2) IMi) (4.12)
where IT+) is the wavefunction for even L and IT-) is the wavefunction for odd L. We
completely symmetrize the meson flavor states in Eq. 4.8 for even L and completely
antisymmetrize for odd L. The result is that each of the H(p,,) are equivalent up to
an overall sign so only one is needed.
When the meson flavor state is totally symmetric, the labels on the Ms in Eq. 4.8
are unnecessary and we instead just use Eq. 4.1. There are at most 11 independent
reduced matrix elements. We can use four additional identities to eliminate four of
these. There is one identity involving all the terms with H(3):
22 k I ut BMH3(M•M) m jf k
3BiH(3) (Mt Mj Mk) + BiMAlH(3)k(Aml I) - 2BiM jMMH(3)k = 0. (4.13)2BH MMMH(3) -0. (4.13)
As a result, only two of the terms in H(3) are necessary to describe the decays. We
will use a3 and b3 There are two identities involving H(6):
(gt~ k BiMmH()MtmMH= i g.• - k k
BMH - iMM H(6) M (4.14)
and
BiH(6)MMmM = BiH(g)M(MmMm). (4.15)
-- i t m 2 -- iJ M•MM e )(.5
These relations are independent of the components of H(6), as long as H(6) satisfies
the tracelessness and antisymmetry requirements. The relations imply that only the
linear combinations e6 - f6 and d6 + g6/2 will appear in the effective Hamiltonian
Eq. 4.1. We can drop the f6 and g6 terms since they provide no new information.
Hence there are only two independent H(6) terms that can be formed. Finally there
is one relation for H(15):
.j . f k 1 ii Mk M M )
BH(15)MjM M( = BH(15) (MiMfH(15, (4.16)
which again only depends on the symmetry properties of H(15). This allows us to
eliminate the k 15 term. These four equations decrease the number of independent
reduced matrix elements to 7 when all the mesons have even relative angular momen-
tum. The totally symmetric effective Hamiltonian is:
HTSff k f ' bS••() k(M Mm• r)
HS = a BiH(3)'(M M M + b ~MH(3)k m
eff - 3 m
+ dBiH(6)k Mk (ME Mm) + eBiM MmH(6) M3
hfB•  #k ) . irn •k j
+ hs BiH(15)sM (M Mm) + isBiM M'H(15) kM
B+ jMf H(15) M m (4.17)
where the S superscript means totally symmetric flavor wavefunction.
Finally, when all the mesons have relative odd angular momentum, we can again
drop the labels in Eq. 4.8 if we require that the mesons anticommute. It is clear the
b, d, and h terms cannot be totally antisymmetrized so there are at most (11 - 3) = 8
independent reduced matrix elements. When the mesons anticommute, there is an
identity for H(6):
-BMMH )kM - BMH(6) kM m + 2BiH(6)'jM mM = 0 (4.18)
which we will use to remove the g6 term from the Hamiltonian. Therefore the number
of independent reduced matrix elements for totally antisymmetric wavefunctions is 7.
The totally antisymmetric effective Hamiltonian is:
HeA = a BiH(3)'(M M'M) + B i MjMlj M kH(3)k
-- 1k A (gi -k j rnm
eBiM•M H(6) + Mk? 6MH(f) M MM km
+ i sBjMM'M H(15)kM + 1 BiMIH(15) Ik km15 i 1
+ kBiH(15)M M M M. (4.19)
where the S superscript means totally symmetric flavor wavefunction.
In this section we addressed the different possibilities for spatial parts of the wave-
functions, and the resulting consequences for the flavor wavefunction. The Wigner
Eckart Theorem is most practical for the totally antisymmetric or totally symmet-
ric cases. Imposing the symmetry on the effective Hamiltonian is easier here, since
it only involves anticommuting or commuting flavor states. Furthermore there are
only 7 reduced matrix elements in both cases. In the B - MM decays, there are
5 reduced matrix elements for both the antisymmetric and symmetric cases. (How-
ever, for B --+ MM only the symmetric case is physically allowed because the initial
state has total angular momentum equal to 0.) The cost of adding another M in
the final state is a slight increase in the number of reduced matrix elements for the
completely symmetric or antisymmetric cases, and a much larger number of reduced
matrix elements when we consider mixed symmetries in MMM.
In the remainder of this thesis we will focus on the the totally antisymmetric
and totally symmetric cases, and leave a complete analysis of the mixed symmetry
case for a future publication. The totally antisymmetric or symmetric cases should
contain the greatest number of simple relations between the number of reduced matrix
elements is much lower. However, they also require extraction of the symmetry state
from the data which may be more difficult. Furthermore, the mixed symmetry cases
could be used to study decays such as resonant decays such as B --+ pM --+ (r)M,
where the p particle is an antisymmetric combination of r mesons. In a non-resonant
decay, B would go directly to MMM rather than a resonant decay where B --+
MM' -- M(MM). An analysis of mixed symmetry decays could provide more useful
information for experimentalists, who distinguish resonant decays from non-resonant
decays.
4.2 Reduced Matrix Elements
We began this chapter by deriving an effective Hamiltonian from a practical view-
point: we determined all the ways the indices of B, H, and MMM could be con-
tracted in order to create SU(3) singlets. In this section, we connect this approach
to the group theory by examining representations and Clebsch-Gordan decomposi-
tion of tensor products into irreducible representations. This provides an important
cross-check on the counting above. We use some results from Chapter 5 below.
The Clebsch-Gordan decomposition HB is:
HB ~ 3 0 (3 EE 15)
3015= 8 E10E27
30 6= 8 10
30 3= 1 ED8
HB--+ 1 E8®8@8E 10e@ 10T 27 (4.20)
This equation can be derived using the Young tableaux of Chapter 5. The Wigner-
Eckart Theorem states there will be nonzero matrix elements when MMM transforms
as 1, 8, 10, 10 or 27. Note that the representations 1, 8, and 27 are all equal to their
conjugate representations, but 10 is the conjugate of 10.
The Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of MMM is more complicated because it is
now necessary to consider symmetrization of the final particle wavefunction and thus
consider the symmetries of the various representations that appear in the decompo-
sition of MMM. The prodigious ingredients that go into the symmetrization are
delayed until Chapter 5. Here, we just state the results.
MMM: 8 0 (8 0 8)
= 8 0 (1s E 8A e8S e 0A 10 A e 27s)
(MMM)s -+ 1D 8 1010 0E 27
(MMM)A --+ 18 8 310 e10 27 (4.21)
where the subscript A or S indicates totally antisymmetric or symmetric with respect
to the two eights it arose from. The final states are decomposed into irreducibles that
transform like the conjugate of the representations in HB of Eq. 4.20.
From Eqs. 4.20-4.21, we obtain the reduced matrix elements. The reduced matrix
elements for (MMM)s labeled in the manner of Eq. 2.3 are: K11131|3), (8 311),
(81I 613), (10I|61]), (8I|15 3), (10|15|]3), and (271 15113) where we dropped the
extra labels a and a'. These 7 numbers are linear combinations of the 7 numbers as,
bs3, dS, es, hs5 , i/ 5 , and j's from Eq. 4.1. For the completely antisymmetric case, or
relative L odd between all the mesons, the reduced matrix elements are again labeled:
(1113 3), (8113 3), (8 ), (101|3), K(8|115 3), (10 h15 13), and (27|1151 3). These
are linear combinations of the 7 numbers aA, CA eA, f6A, iA , 'A, and k.A. Note that
these numbers all depend on the relative angular momentum.
4.3 Reduced Matrix Elements as 'Graphical' Am-
plitudes
In this thesis, we are computing decay amplitudes as a linear combination of the
reduced matrix elements, and we explained earlier in this chapter that this has a
correspondence with contraction of quark flavor indices in diagrams. Another com-
mon practice is to decompose decay rates in terms of 'graphical amplitudes' which
directly correspond to quark diagrams. [16] This practice can be useful for writing
decays as sums from contributions due to specific physical processes, though it is less
fundamental than doing the group theory and it is harder to count the number of in-
dependent unknowns. Graphical amplitudes are also useful because one can associate
different sizes to them.
Suppose we were to try to swap between bases of reduced matrix elements and
'graphical' amplitudes. The graphical amplitudes for As = 0 include terms like P
(penguin), PC (color-suppressed penguin), T (tree), TC (color-suppressed tree), PA
(penguin annihilation), and EW (electro-weak). The origin of these terms is beyond
the scope of this thesis but they can be found in [16]; suffice it to say that they
correspond to different configurations of the quark diagrams like in Fig. 3-1.
We know the number of independent decay amplitudes in As = 0 and As = 1 for
a totally symmetric final state is 7. If the number of graphical amplitudes is also 7, we
can express each linear combination of matrix elements as a linear combination of the
decay rates. (The physics tells us which processes contribute to which decays, and we
are free to pick the phase definition.) Then it is just a matter of solving Ax = b, where
b is a vector of the decay rates and x is the vector of graphical amplitudes. This gives
each graphical amplitude as a linear combination of matrix elements. Conversely, one
could also define each graphical amplitude as a linear combination of matrix elements
that contribute to it, and solve.
However, the number of graphical amplitudes is unfortunately not equal to the
number of independent decay amplitudes, so one must pick linear combinations of
certain graphical amplitudes to be a basis element, for example as in [16] where it
was done for B --+ MM decays. For 2 body decays, the number of independent decay
amplitudes was close to the number of graphical amplitudes. In B --+ MMM, the
number of graphical amplitudes is far larger than the number of independent reduced
matrix elements for the completely symmetric or antisymmetric cases. This makes it
more difficult to think of reduced matrix elements as sums of graphical amplitudes.
Perhaps a scheme could be devised, but it is beyond the goal of this work.
4.4 Effective Hamiltonian in SU(2)
The group theory analysis of B - MMM is simplified when we only consider the
SU(2) isospin limit. In SU(2), the ir, K, K and r mesons are not identical particles.
Only particles within a doublet such as K or within a triplet such as 7r are identical,
and must be symmetrized. The q is now a singlet, and we are free to use the physical
r because both rs and q are isosinglets. All SU(2) results can be found in the SU(3)
results by looking for relations that only involve final states of the same combination
of SU(2) representations, such as 7rrK. We will discuss this in more detail in Chap-
ter 6. However, to be complete, here we outline the method for the B --+ MMM
SU(2) analysis. We limit the discussion below to decays with relative even angular
momentum between identical particles. The different angular momentum cases can
also be done for SU(2) by keeping track of order of the mesons, much as we did in
earlier parts of this chapter for SU(3).
Using the spin label for representations of SU(2), the As = 0 Hamiltonian has
isospin 1 0 10 1 = 1 1 G •. Hence the Hamiltonian has AI = 1/2 and AI = 3/2
parts. The AI = 1/2 part of Hamiltonian, H(l)', has one index and has the following
components:
H( )i 0  (4.22)
Here we neglected the constants and CKM factors, for the reasons described in Chap-
ter 3. Meanwhile the AI = 3/2 part of the Hamiltonian has three indices, H(3)ý,
and has the following nonzero components, again without CKM factors:
H(l 12 = H( )11  -H( )22  (4.23)2J 1= 1 2-H(
Because the 7r, K, and K are all in different representations, it is necessary to
-0
construct many effective Hamiltonians. For example, in B, --+ 7rrK with the ir
mesons in a symmetric state, the effective Hamiltonian is:
Heff = a iH(!)e•~e7pr + b B )-,-j7ij
+ BH(ý)iirk~w rw + d ROH(ý)wirjkerR+ 2 k-- 3 k %-
= a' BH( ) K• e_ + c' B-H( )'ýK •r (4.24)
where a' = a + b/2 and d' = d. We have used that F = 7. The last line follows
because there are only two reduced matrix elements, (01 1 1) and (01 11 3). Similar
effective Hamiltonians can be constructed for B - -* rrr, B. -+ KKK and so on.
We can also consider the As = 1 Hamiltonian, which has isospin 0 = 0 ® 1.
The AI = 0 part is simply a singlet. The AI = 1 part, H(1)., has components:
H(1) ( = ). (4.25)H(1 1 0- "S(0 -1
There are again a number of a effective Hamiltonians, such as that for B --+ KKK:
Heff = aBiK'KJK3 + bBiH(1)KjKkKk + cBiKiH(1)jK Kk (4.26)
This matrix multiplication is equivalent to looking up numbers in Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient tables. The tensor analysis is useful here because in general we have 5
objects in the effective Hamiltonian and would need to use the Clebsch-Gordan tables
three times.
Chapter 5
Tensor Products and Symmetrizing
the Wavefunction
In this chapter we work out the details of Clebsch-Gordan decomposition and sym-
metrization with Young tableaux. We find the tensor decomposition of MMM or
8 0 8 0 8, with symmetries. We also determine the symmetry of the Ms in each irre-
ducible representation in the tensor product of 80808. This enforces the symmetries
in the wavefunctions. Results in this chapter justify Equation 4.21 and the counting
of the reduced matrix elements in Chapter 4. However, the discussion here is limited
to the totally symmetric and totally antisymmetric cases.
Young tableaux are a compact way of describing representations and their sym-
metries. Details about the origin of the tableaux and their use in tensor product
decomposition can be found in [11]. In a Young tableau, each box represents an
upper index, a 3 (or an N in SU(N)). The rule is to symmetrize indices separately
in each row, and then antisymmetrize the indices in each column. Since an 3 is an
antisymmetric combination of two 3s, it has a lower index represented by a pair of
boxes in a column:
To see the 3 in index notation, note that Ai = fijkBi Ck. The 6ijk is an invariant tensor
in SU(3). Contracting of an upper and lower index in Young tableau is accomplished
by putting 3 boxes in a column:
DAAi = EijkD'B Ck ,
k
If we now start with an arbitrary reducible tensor A with indices A ij kl, then we
can use a Young tableau to pick out a part of the tensor that transforms as a 6 by
putting the indices in a tableau for a 6:
1(5.1)
We first symmetrize separately in the upper indices and lower indices:
Ai j k l + Ajikl + Aij lk + Ajilk
Next antisymmetrize in pairs of upper and lower indices in the same column:
Aiikl + Ajikl + Aij lk + Ajilk
-Akjil - Ajkil - Akjli - A j kli
-Ailkj - Alikj - Ailik - Alij k
+Akl ij + Alkij + Aklji + Alkji (5.2)
The resulting tensor transforms as 6. In general the indices could be placed in different
orders in the boxes to obtain a different representation. In this case, this are two
6s possible. This tensor is symmetric in its first two and second two indices, and
antisymmetric in its first and third indices and second and fourth indices. Hence the
Young tableaux gives the symmetry properties of the tensor. We can think of each
box as an index of the irreducible tensor, where boxes in rows are symmetrized and
boxes in columns are antisymmetrized.
There is an algorithm for using Young tableaux to find the Clebsch-Gordan de-
composition of a tensor product, which may be found in [11]. This gives:
MMM * 8 0 (8 0 8)
= 
8 0 (1s E 8A D 8S O 10OA D 10A 2 7s)
= 8 (8 0 8A) E (8 8s) (8 E 10 E 27 E 35) (8 E 10
D 27 E5) E (8 G 10 E 10 D 27 E 27 e 35 E 35 E 64) (5.3)
We examine this in greater detail, and with symmetries, in the following section.
5.1 A Totally Symmetric Wavefunction
Using the rules for Clebsch-Gordan decomposition from [11], we have for 8 0 8:
808=HZ0~
a~ ~~ EDEaD )E abOa b a b b
= 1 ®E8D 81 E 82 e 10 10 D 27 (5.4)
The as and bs are just placeholders to keep track of which tableaux are valid and to
avoid double counting. Note that the as indicate the first two indices are symmetrized,
so a tableaux in the decomposition cannot have as in the same column.
Next we use the rules of the Young tableaux to symmetrize in rows and then
antisymmetrize in columns, and from this deduce the symmetrization properties of
the two 8s. For example, in the first term of Eq. 5.4, the singlet, we use symmetry
under exchange of columns to rewrite the tableau:
d a -ý a d (5.5)a b b
where we temporarily keep track of the tableau of the first 8 with c and d. Then
we can exchange boxes in the columns; for every exchange there is a factor of -1 for
antisymmetry. There are 4 exchanges:
c c c aa a a a a a
ad - a d --+ c d -- d-- b c (5.6)
ba bc bc c cd
The result is a tableau the same as the starting tableau, with the exchange of (a, b)
and (c, d). We found that given a set of indices specifying M1 and M2, there is no
change of sign when the indices are interchanged. Hence this singlet is a symmetric
combination of two 8s.
The same process follows for the rest of the products in Eq. 5.4. For example, in
the 81 we begin by exchanging labels in rows and then in columns:
cc c c a c
db - b - - bd (5.7)
a a c
which is antisymmetric. The 81, 10 and 10 in Eq. 5.4 are antisymmetric and the 1,
82, and 27 are symmetric by similar arguments.
Thus to find the totally symmetric combination of 8s the relevant tensor products
in 80(808) are 8 01s, 80 8 s, and 8 0 2 7 s, where the S subscript indicates symmetric.
Now it is necessary to determine which representations in 8 0 (8 0 8) are symmetric
or can be symmetrized. We begin by keeping track of the indices of all three particles
with the pairs (a, b), (c, d) and (e, f), where the first index in each pair refers to the
top row of the 8 tableau and the second index refers to the bottom box of the 8
tableau. The results for 8 0 (8 0 8) are:
a a a aee
ls08= bc = bcf -=8 (5.8)
c d c d
ac8so@8 = bc 0d
a4a c a a cle4 a aacee aace aacee
=bceED bcbce ()bc EDbKefkbc
d e f] d e dI d d d
= 1E8 1 E)8 2 E10ED10D27 (5.9)
The 81 is antisymmetric in (a, b) and (e, f) so it cannot be completely symmetrized.
Finally, the decomposition of 8 0 27s is:
27s 0 8 aa cc c e
aaccc aacce e acc aacce aacce
= bde @bd G bdee b d f bde
e e e
ab~ c  C I e  a a c e a a c c e eaccee daa acce aacceeG _b (D b d e E) ff --d fI fbdef Ibd
= 8 E 10 0 10 0 27 0 27 35 E 35 0 64 (5.10)
The first 27 is antisymmetric in (a, b) and (e, f) and cannot contribute.
To create a totally symmetric wavefunction, we symmetrize in the labels of each
irreducible representation. For example, the 8 in Is 0 8, in Eq. 5.8:
aae e a acc ccaa
b cf +b e d +d e b +(cyclic permutations of (a, b) - (c, d) --+ (e,f) )
cd e f e f (5.11)
The next step is to examine all the different representations of the same dimension
after symmetrization. There are three possible 8s:
aaee aaee aace
ls 0 8: b c - b fc - b c e
cd d c d L
aacc aacc aaelc
27s0 8 : b d e b d e - b e c
e I fe f d
aa ce
8s08 b c e (5.12)
The 8 of 27s 0 8 has a term proportional to the symmetrized 8 in 8s 0 8, and so does
the 8 in 1s 0 8. Hence there is only one independent 8 when we totally symmetrize.
The other representations we consider are 1, 10, 10 and 27. In the above decom-
position there was only one 1 that appeared. The 27s are:
a c c e
8s08: b c f
d
a a c c e aaecc
27s08: bde - bed (5.13)
f L
The 27 in 8 s 0 8 of Eq. 5.9 and the second 27 in 2 7 s 0 8 of Eq. 5.10 are proportional
upon symmetrization, so there is one 27. Finally, using arguments similar to those
presented in Eqs. 5.12-5.13, one can show that the two 10s are proportional, and
the two 10s are proportional as well. This shows that the relevant representations
appearing in (MMM)s are 1, 8, 10, 10 and 27.
5.2 A Totally Antisymmetric Wavefunction
For relative odd angular momentum in all of the mesons, the relevant terms in 80 (80
8) are instead 8 0 8 A, 8 010A, and 8O 1 0 A where the subscript A means antisymmetric.
Keeping track of all the indices with pairs (a, b), (c, d) and (e, f) again, we have
a a c]a~Lj5§j ~YS~8A0@8H b d 0
c
a a c a ace a ace aacee aace aadc e e
= b d e( b d f Ebd E bd de fEbdf
ce f ce cf cf c c
- 1 e 81 E 82 ( 10 E 10 D 27 (5.14)
The 81 cannot contribute because it is symmetric under exchange of (c, d) and (e, f),
and the 27 also cannot because it is symmetric under exchange of (a, b) and (e, f).
Even though the 1 is a symmetric combination of an 8 and an antisymmetrized pair
of two 8s, it can still be completely antisymmetrized.
For 8 0 10 A the decomposition is:
80 1 0 A
aacc
= bd
eaccI1 aacce aacce aaccee
= bee be ED be
= 8G 10 27 E 35 (5.15)
And 8 0 10A:
10A I8 bc d
a c e al a acee
= bc (d b cdf b cd EDe
e- f e b
= 8ED10 27 D35 (5.16)
Now, we must antisymmetrize. The 1 from 8 A 0 8 in Eq. 5.14 can be antisym-
metrized. Let us now compare the three possible 8 terms:
a ace a ce a a ce a a e e
8AO8 : bdbde - -b c e -- b c c
cf -Lfc f d f d
aacc
10A 8 : be
a ace a ac e e aca e e cla
1OA0 8: b c d -- fc d (5.17)
e f fe e be
The first and second 8 are proportional after antisymmetrization. (They do not
cancel out because there may be different constants multiplying the two.) The last
8 is symmetric in (a, b) and (e, f) because the order of the e and f doesn't matter
in the last row of the tableau; it is just to avoid double counting. This leaves one 8
when we totally antisymmetrize.
In the 27s:
aa cc e
1OA0 8  be f
d
a aceIIe aa ee c
10A 0 8: T cd -c d (5.18)
The last 27 in the equation above is proportional to the first after antisymmetrization,
so there will be one independent 27 representation. The two 10s and the two 10s are
also proportional. This shows that the relevant symmetric representations appearing
in MMM are 1, 8,10, 10, and 27.
5.3 SU(2) Subgroups
It is also useful to know how the SU(3) Hamiltonian looks like in SU(2), since this
corresponds to isospin. This can also be accomplished using Young tableaux, which
we present without proof following [11]. The idea is again around symmetrization.
Take an SU(2) tableaux and take the product of it with a U(1) tableaux. The number
of times the SU(3) representation appears in the product is the number of times the
SU(2) representation appears. Here is the isospin decomposition of 3, 6, and 15:
The 3 decomposition is:
1
* - I=- 2LI] 2
* -- I = 0 (5.19)
where the * denotes a singlet. The first column gives the SU(2) tableaux, and the
second column gives the U(1) tableaux. One index in SU(2) is I = and a singlet
2
in SU(2) is I = 0.
The 6 decomposition is:
E* -I=1
1F0 0 -1=2
* I = 0 (5.20)
The first row is I = 1 because the SU(2) tableaux is a symmetric combination of two
spins.
Finally, the 15 decomposition is:
* -+-I= 1
3
1
D D I - I = 2 (5.21)
The first row is I = 1 because it looks like a singlet with a symmetric combination
of 2 spins. The second row is I = because it's completely symmetric addition of2
3 spins. The third row has to be I = 1 because it has 3 spins but isn't completely2
symmetric. In the fifth row, the antisymmetric combination of two spins is I = 0.
In As = 0 decays, where the process is b -+ (du)u for the tree and electroweak
operator, the Hamiltonian has only AI - and AI = parts. The penguin operators22 prs h egi prtr
are only AI = . From the above decomposition, we know only the 15 contributes to
AI - , so the 15 is only tree and electroweak, as expected. In As = 1 decays, where2'ý
the process is b * (sU)u for the tree and electroweak operator, the Hamiltonian has
AI = 0 and AI = 1 parts. The penguin operators are only AI = 0.
Chapter 6
Relations Among Decay
Amplitudes
The effective Hamiltonian of Eqs. 4.1 and 4.8 gives the decay amplitudes A(B -
MMM) as linear combinations of reduced matrix elements. The full tables of results
are presented in Appendix A, with columns labeled by reduced matrix element and
rows labeled by decay. The results are separated according to totally symmetric
meson wavefunction or totally antisymmetric meson wavefunction. There are 56
decay channels expressed in terms of 7 reduced matrix elements for totally symmetric
and 36 decay channels expressed in terms of 7 reduced matrix elements for totally
antisymmetric.
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the relations and discuss the impli-
cations when two amplitudes are related. When 3 or 4 amplitudes are related the
implications are more involved, and this is left to Chapter 7. In addition, because of
7 mixing and because there are a large number of relations involving 'qs, the SU(3)
relations involving 78 are summarized in Appendix B. Finally, all the CP conjugated
decay amplitudes satisfy the same relations, with the weak phase conjugated.
A number of decays have no contributions from H(3). Because penguin processes
transform as a 3 and tree and electroweak processes transform as 3 E 6 E 15 in
SU(3), these decays must result from tree and electroweak processes. For the As = 0
decays, discussed in Section 3.3, both tree and electroweak operators have a CKM
factor of O(A3 ). Since here electroweak contributions are small, these decays are tree
dominated:
B- (w87r-K+)s
_--o
B -- (K ° 0r0 s)s
B - (o •r-K+)s
B- (Ko°oK-)s
B- (KosK-)s
B- (7r0 878-)s
B- (Koz7roK-)A (6.1)
where the S subscript is totally symmetrized final state and A is totally antisym-
metrized. However, .for As = 1 decays, tree contributions are suppressed by a factor
of O(A 2) relative to electroweak contributions so both can be important.
A final comment on the decay amplitudes in Appendix A: there is one decay
amplitude A(- --* ( 0r°r-K+)s) which has only one contribution from the reduced
matrix elements, from the 15 part of the Hamiltonian. This is interesting because it
means it is possible to measure the magnitude of one of the reduced matrix elements,
i15, thus simplifying the analysis of other decay amplitudes which also involve i 15 .
In the rest of this chapter we discuss relations between decay amplitudes. These
relations were obtained by finding nullspaces of the matrices formed by the tables
of decay amplitudes in Appendix A. Note that relations only hold for a given spa-
tial wavefunction of MMM, as the reduced matrix elements depend on the spatial
wavefunction. In this thesis only relations involving up to four decay amplitudes are
discussed. We also give a number of decay rate relations. Some relations can be
obtained by adding together several of the lines we list, so these extra dependent
relations will not be listed.
A number of the SU(3) results below have analogous SU(2) relations which are
slightly different and listed separately. In SU(2) we only symmetrize within each
triplet and doublet, since each multiplet is regarded as distinguishable from the rest.
In addition, because the s78 and r are both singlets in SU(2), we can replace ?8 with q
when we extract SU(2) relations from their SU(3) counterparts. Examples are given
below.
6.1 Even Angular Momentum Relations
6.1.1 As = 0, SU(2) Relations
We begin with As = 0 relations for even L that hold in SU(2). Two simple ones are:
A(B- --+ (•r-7r )s) = -v' A(B - (r-x°ro)s)
v2 A(r -- (17rwr°)s) = -v' A(PO - (,r--7ro)s) (6.2)
leading to the decay rate relations:
F(B- --+ (r-7r-7r+)s) = 4 F(B- - (7-7r'o)s)
F(P - (wooo)s) = F(o (7r-r+7rO)s). (6.3)2
These can be directly tested once an angular momentum decomposition of the data
becomes available.
There are also two triangle relations. In SU(3) they are:
V' A(i -- (wo-K+)s) + V2 A(' - (Kr° o)s) = - A( - (Ko-+)S)
A(B - (+7r-)s) + v A(B -- (rO-ros)s) = v A(B - (7riro)s).
(6.4)
but these relations also hold in SU(2). In SU(2), only identical particles are sym-
metrized and the two relations become:
V2 A( -+ K(•ro-)s) + v' A(4 -- K(x ro)s) = - A(B -+ Ko(7-7+)s)
A(B - 'q(r.+-)s) + v A(B° - q(xo7ro)s) = v2 A(B -- i(i-o)s).
(6.5)
These two triangle relations are discussed further in Chapter 7 on triangle relations.
6.1.2 As = 0, SU(3) Relations
The simplest As = 0, SU(3) relations are:
V2 A(B- --+ (r-K-K+)s) = 2 A(B- --- (7r-or°r)s) = -A(B- --+ (wr -x7r+)s)
(6.6)
leading to the relation between decay rates:
2 F(B- -+ (r-K-K+)s) = 4 F(B- -+ (r-nro0 ro)s) = F(B- -+ (r 7r7r+)s) (6.7)
HFAG [17] gives the following information for branching ratios of CP conjugates of
the decays in the equation above:
B + • 7r+Tr+r - : (16.2 ± 1.5) x 10-6
B + -*- 7r+r+r-(NR) : < 4.6 x10 - 6
B+ --+ K+r+r - : (54.9 ± 2.9) x 10- 6
B+ -+ K+ir+r-(NR) : (2.9+o1) x 10- 6  (6.8)
This information for B + -- 7r+7r+r - and B + --+ K+7r+r - from HFAG seems to
contradict Eq. 6.7. However, the relation given in Eq. 6.7 was for 3-body decays
where all the final mesons are in relative even angular momentum states. In order
to test the relations, the experimental results in Eq. 6.8 must be decomposed into
angular momentum symmetry states.
There is one triangle relation in SU(3) not involving N8:
V2 A(B- - (K-Koro)s) + v A(-- (Ko 0 %ro)s) = A(B- --+ (K K-K+)s)
(6.9)
and two quadrangle relations:
A(- --+ (K0 o-r+)s) (6.10)
= V• (A(B- - (Kor 0K-)s) - A(- - (roK-K+)s) - A(-B --+ (r-r+rwo)s))
= A(Bo -* (KoK-r+)s) - A(-o -- (KoK-K+)s) - A( -+ (-oK+i-)s).
In addition the relation V0 A(P --+ (7r-r+7ro)s) = -Vr A( - - (7r0 r0 7r)s) can be
used in the equation above to obtain one more quadrangle relation.
6.1.3 As = 1, SU(2) Relations
Next we look at As = 1 decays for L even. There are 3 simple SU(3) relations:
A(77- (K-7rro+)s) = - A(B- -4 (RO-r-)s)
v A(B - (oro0 7ro)s) = - v/ A(B -+ (7-7rwo)s)
-V A(B - + (N8rs0 ro)s) = A(B- --+ (s7r-7r+)s). (6.11)
From this we obtain the following SU(2) relations between decay rates:
F( -- K-(~worr+)s) = F(B -- o RO(irr-)s)
2 F(B --+ (o7r0 o 7ro)s) = 3 r(i -• (w-7ri 0 o)s)
2 P(B, -o 77(7r ro)s) = P(B- -7 (r -r+)s). (6.12)
There is one SU(2) triangle relation:
V2 A(Po -- K- (7Tror+)s) + V2 A(B ° -+ K-(r°oro)s) + A(Bo -- K( r-7r+)s) = 0.
(6.13)
In addition, there are several SU(2) quadrangle relations:
V2 A(Bo -- K° (°r0O)s) + A(B- --* K-(7-+)s)
= -Vf A(B- -k K-(w0oo)s) - A( ° -+ o( _ +)s)
,F A(o --°  K-(kK-)s) + A(- -+ KO( K Ro)s)
= V/ A(B- - Ko(K--)s) + A(B --+ K+(K-K-)s)
V2 A(B- -4 7roK-Tj) + A(B --+ ir-k%)
= V A(o --, 7o-Ko?) + A(r -* 7+K-7)
V A(Po --+ K-K+o) + A(o - K-K0 7+)
= -i A(2 o -+ RKoro) - A(o --+ oK r-). (6.14)
The last two relations in the equation above involve three distinguishable particles
in the final state in SU(2). Hence these relations hold independent of the relative
angular momenta, provided that the spatial wavefunction for MMM is the same in
all four decays. All of these relations are discussed further in Chapter 7 on sum rules.
6.1.4 As = 1, SU(3) Relations
There is one As = 1, SU(3) relation between decay rates:
A(B- -- (K-K-K+)s) = -V2- A(B- -+ (K-r-w+)s)
F(B-(-+ K-K-K+)s) = 2 F(B- - (K-7r-7r+)s).
HFAG provides a limited set of data to compare with the above relation [17]:
B + --- K+K+K- : (33.7 ± 1.5) x 10- 6
B -+ K + r+ r - : (54.9 ± 2.9) x10 - 6
B + --+ K+r++T-(NR) : (2.9+10) x10 - 6
(6.15)
(6.16)
Again the data is inconclusive as the above relation only holds for totally symmetric
meson wavefunction. Finally, we have a quadrangle relation:
A(B- -- (K-K-K+)s) - 2 A(B- -- (K-7ror o)s)
= 2 A(W -- (~o7[o o)s) + v' A(P -> (R7r-7r+)s). (6.17)
6.1.5 SU(3) Relations with both As = 0 and As = 1 Decays
There are also SU(3) relations involving both As = 0 and As = 1 decays. In the
SU(3) tensor analysis, the difference between As = 1 and As = 0 decay amplitudes is
the different CKM factors. Any As = 0 decay amplitude can be written as VubV,*dW+
VbVQdX and any As = 1 decay amplitude can be written as VubV.*sY + VcbV*Z. Let
A(B -+ MMM)1 = W, A(B --+ MMM) 2 = X for a As = 0 decay, and A(B --+
MMM)1 = Y, A(B - MMM)2 = Z for a As = 1 decay. The following SU(3)
relations are relations between the coefficients W, X, Y, Z, which are combinations
of the reduced matrix elements without the CKM factor absorbed in them. In the
equations below the As = 0 decays are listed to the left of the equality and the
As = 1 decays listed to the right. There is an abundance of simple relations:
A(B -+ (K 0 r0 r)s)s)i
A(- -+ (KOKOK o)s)i
A(-B -+ (KoK-K+)s)i
A(B -0 (K0 -7r+)s)i
v, A(B- - (Ko•R0o)s)i
/ A(B- -+ (Kro,-+)s)i
A(B- (Kr°oK-)s)-
A(R -+ (KK-x+)s)i
->R (R 0 K-7r+)s)i
= A(W - (Ro7Oo)s)j
= A(P - (Ko K'° )s)i
= - A(7 -0 (K o-+)s)
= - A( -+ (K K-K+)s)i
= A(B- -- (KooK-)s)i
= A(B -4(K-o-+)s)i
= A(WO - (7°rK-7+)s)
= - A(- -0 (KoK-R+)s)i
= - A(' - (Ro°-K+)s)i. (6.18)
Using these relations to obtain information about decay rates and CP asymmetries
requires making 3 measurements, if one assumes the CKM factors are known. The
simple relations in the sections above relating only As = 0 decays or only As = 1
decays require making 2 measurements, for example A~2 and 1A12.
There are a large number of relations between As = 0 and As = 1 decays that
can be formed using the above amplitude relations. Hence they will not be listed.
The relations below are less obvious. Two triangle relations are:
A(B- -+ (K-7-K+)s)i = V A(B- - (T°°K-)s)i -
-V A(o -- (K0 07O)s)i + A( -- (KoK-K+)s)i =
and two quadrangle relations are:
A( --ý (KoK-K+)s)i + A(B°
A(B -0 (KoK-7r)s)i + 2A(B
V2- A(Bo (Ko 0io o)s)i - V2- A(B-
V A(B
V- A(B
- (7roK r)s)i
- (7oK-+)s)i
(6.19)
-(Ko7-7+)s)i + A(° -- (°--K+)s)i
--A(0 -0
-A(Bs --+ (K r-K )s)i
__ (FOK-K+)s)i + IA(Wo __- (7o -- +)s)i
= v A(B --+ (7oK-7+)s)i
- (-7 - 0w o)s)i - A(K --- (KoKK°)s)i
S-V2 A(B- -* (K--ror)s)i. (6.20)
6.2 Odd Angular Momentum Relations
Next we discuss relations for when MMM is completely antisymmetric. Relations
involving Ts are given in Appendix B. We will use a subscript A here to denote totally
antisymmetric.
For As = 0 decays there is just one SU(3) relation not involving r 8 :
A(B 0 -* (KoK-7+)A) ± A(PK , (•°K+-)A)
= A(Q -- (KoK-K+)A)+ A(B2 - (Ko-)A). (6.21)
This relation also holds in SU(3) in the totally symmetrized case.
For As = 1 decays there are two SU(2) quadrangle relations, which were listed
above in the even angular momentum section. These relations do not depend on the
relative symmetry of the mesons:
2 A(B- -> K ) +-)+ A(B -* i -K7-)
= 2 A(Bo -- 7To0 ) + A(Po --+ wFK-q)
2 -A( - K-K+ 0) + A(o -K K- /° +)
S- 2 A(o - 0oKo-O) - A(Bo -( K.2-). (6.22)
6.2.1 SU(3) Relations with both As- 0 and As- 1 Decays
As in Sec.6.1.5, there are SU(3) relations between amplitudes where the CKM factors
have been factored out of the reduced matrix elements. Again we write equalities with
As = 0 decays to the left of the equality.
A(B -- (KoK-K+)A)i A(A -• (• • 7+))Ai
A(A -S (K0 7T7+)A)i = - A(B° -- (kK-K+)A)i
A(B -* (7-JKO)A)i = - A(B - (KOROK-)A)i
A(B- (7 K-K+)A)i = - A(B -+ (K-7-7))i
A(B° - (KoK-7+)A)i = A(B -( (r-- K+)A)i
A(B-  (E-K+-)A)i = A(B --+ (KoK-7+)A)i. (6.23)
There are a number of relations that can be formed by simple substitution using the
above relations, which will not be listed. There is also a quadrangle relation:
-v2 A(B --- +( (+ o -K+)A)i (6.24)
= A(B -A (7-KK+)A)i + A(B -+ (KoK-T+)A)i + V/5 A(B -+ (K-7o +)A)i.
Chapter 7
Triangle Relations and Sum Rules
In Chapter 6 we discussed relations between decay amplitudes. Relations between
two decay amplitudes are easier to test because they simply relate different decay
rates (once the appropriate angular momentum projection is done). In this chapter
we connect some of the more complicated relations in Chapter 6, involving more
than 2 decay amplitudes, with physical observables. We will use our knowledge of
the CKM matrix and the operators in the Hamiltonian of Chapter 4. We begin by
discussing triangle relations between three decay amplitudes and then continue on to
quadrangle relations involving four decay amplitudes. Each section is preceded with
a review of the analyses done for B -- MM decays, because the strategy is similar.
7.1 Isospin Triangles
The Gronau London triangle relation for strangeness-preserving B --> rwF decays is a
well known result from an isospin analysis of B -+ wr [18]. This is a triangle relation
between three B --+ 7r amplitudes:
A( - --+ (r+-)s) + v' A( - (7r07)s) = A(B -+ (r-F-o)s) (7.1)
along with the CP conjugate relation:
A(B -+ (-F7-)s) + v2 A(Bo -4 (7o-°)s) - ' A(B+ -+ (++•0)s). (7.2)
Using group theory, one can show that the two amplitudes (A(B- -+ (7-T 0 )s) and its
CP conjugate A(B+ -* (Wr+rO)s)) have no penguin contribution because they cannot
result from the AI = 0 part of the Hamiltonian. If we neglect electroweak penguin
amplitudes, which are typically small, then these amplitudes are pure tree and thus
differ only by an overall phase of 2a, where ao was defined in Eq. 1.3. In addition
the angle between A(R- -- (t+r )s) and its CP conjugate can be related directly
to an observable, the time-dependent asymmetry S(7r+r-). This angle is defined to
be 2 aeff, and in the absence of CP violation Oaeff = a.
To see how this works, in Fig. 7-1 we present the triangle relations and the various
angles connected to observables. (See [3] for details.) In order to acquire the weak
A1o
Figure 7-1: The Gronau London isospin triangles; the blue triangle formed by decay
amplitudes A is from Eq. 7.1 and the red triangle formed by the CP conjugate decay
amplitudes A is from Eq. 7.2. The overall phase of the amplitude A(B- --+ (r-7 0)s)
has been factored out of all other amplitudes. The superscripts on A and A indicate
the charge of the pions in each decay.
phase a, there are 6 observables that must be measured. One of these is aef , obtained
from S(w+r-). The other 5 observables are the magnitudes of the sides of the two
triangles, where we have used IA(B- (-w¾r0)s)| = A(B+ - (r+Tro)s)1. In terms
of the observables of Chapter 3, we need to measure:
Br(B -(7 x-)s) 0c
Acp(B 7 ( -)S) =
Br(B -+ (r°ro)s) oc
Acp(B -+ (roro)s) =
Br(B - (-or -)s) cx
A(B - (+-)s)1 2  I (B°  S)2
|A(B -+ (-+w--)s)2 _ •(B0 -- (- +-)s)~2JA(" - (±+i-)s)l2 + IA(Bo (0 r+-)S)12
IA(B" -- (fi7-)S)12 _ IA(B -, (°Fs2-)S)) 2
|A(BP (7o-o)s)12 + 0A(B (ir+qrO)S)12
IA(B - (-ow-o)s) 2 _ I~(Bo (2-0-Fo)s) 2
'T ( A(B- --- (•.• o)s)2 + ( +_ (±+_o)S) 12)
TB-
Note that Acp(B - (0rr -)s) = 0 if we neglect electroweak penguins. These 5
numbers give the magnitudes of the sides of the isospin triangles. With the addition
(7.3)
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S(F+r -F) we can determine Fig. 7-1 completely.
The Gronau London isospin triangles are a very tidy example of using group
theory to directly measure weak phases. There are a few limitations of the analysis
above that merit discussion. First, we neglected the effect of electroweak penguins,
which would result in small differences between the magnitudes of A(B- -÷ (7-7o)s)
and A(B + --+ (r+ro)s) as well as the angle between them. However, this is actually
not a limitation as proven in [19]. In addition, decays to neutral pions 70 are difficult
to measure. In fact the uncertainty in measuring Acp(B --+ w7r070) currently does not
make this analysis very accurate.
In B --+ MMM decays, there are also several isospin triangle relations for which
we can apply the same analysis as above. For each triangle relation below, there
is one amplitude that has no penguin contribution. Hence we can draw diagrams
analogous to Fig. 7-1, and measure the six observables by which we can obtain weak
phases. However, the limitations of the B -> -xr isospin triangles also apply to the
decays below.
There are two SU(2) triangle relations for B --+ MMM and As = 0, given in the
previous chapter. The first relation is an obvious extension of the B -- MM triangle
relation:
A(B °  + v(2)s)+ V A( o -- y(w 00xo)s) = V2 A(B- -' 7(U-o)s). (7.4)
Because 7 is an isosinglet, its presence in the decay does not affect the group theory
in SU(2). Therefore, like the decay B- - (7-r 0 )s and its CP conjugate, the decay
B- - 7(7-rTr)s and its CP conjugate also cannot have a penguin term which is
AI =0.
The second triangle relation for B -- MMM and As = 0 in SU(2) is:
A( --+ K+(1o --)s) +A( -+ K( 7o)s) + 1 A(B- --+ Ko(7-r+)s) = 0. (7.5)
--0
Here it is the decay B --+ K+(or0 -)s that has no penguin contribution. This can be
seen from the SU(3) results given in Appendix A, where the decay B -0 (K+o07-)s
has no terms from the H(3) part of the Hamiltonian while the other two decays
_---0
do. Since the penguin operator transforms as a 3, it cannot contribute to B8(K+70 -)s.
Also, for As = 1 decays there is the following triangle relation in SU(2):
A( -- K-(7o+)s) +A(R -+ K (o0 o)s)) + 1 A(B -- o(wr+)s) = 0. (7.6)
'2-
In this decay A(B -- K-(7ro°+)s) has no penguin contribution while the other two
decays do. However, because this is a As = 1 decay the tree part is suppressed by
~ A2. Based on data from B -+ Kw we expect Br(Bo --+ K-(-O+)s) to be smaller
than the other two branching ratios, which might make analyzing the triangle here
more difficult.
7.2 Sum Rules for B -+ MMM
Sum rules give approximate relations among the branching ratios and CP asymme-
tries, and hence can provide strong constraints on observed decays. First we review
the Lipkin and CP sum rules for As = 1, B -4 7K decays. There are four B -* rK
decays which have amplitudes that are related in SU(2) by a quadrangle relation:
V2 A(B- --* wK-) - A(o -> +K-)
- V2 A( -° 7roK-  ) + A(B- i-K -k0 ) = 0. (7.7)
A decomposition of the amplitudes that satisfies this relation is:
A(B ---- r ) = VubV*A +Vcb V, PK
V2 A(B -- 7K - ) - VubV, (C + T + A)- VcbV, W(PK + EWT)
A( ° -+wK-) = - VubV,*• T - VcbVc(P7K + EWc)
V2A( --> 7o-•) - VubVs C + VcbKc(PrK - EWT + EWC). (7.8)
This parameterization and the derivation below follows the notation and convention
of [20]. We have written the amplitudes as linear combinations of graphical ampli-
tudes with appropriate CKM factors. Next recall that VubVu*, A4 and Vc~bl - A2
where A .2. This suppresses terms that have a CKM factor of V bVu*,, such as the
tree graphical amplitude T. In addition, the electroweak contributions to the de-
cay amplitudes (EWT and EW C) are small relative to the penguin amplitude PrK.
Hence, these amplitudes can be rewritten as:
A(B- - 7r-k) = P(1 + eiCA)
2 A(B -+roK ) = P(1+ew +e (eA ±T±EC)V A(B -* °K-) = -P(1 + C~e + e(A + T + C))
V A(B -°  7r°o - ) = P(1 + 'w" - eCw - eioec) (7.9)
where P - VcbVcsP•K and q arg (V.bvus) The other terms in the equation above
are small and are defined by:
VubV*s ew EWT e EWc
SVcb VT P K C P K
_( ) ( )Cc '
EA - r (T ( r xc - r ). (7.10)
From Eq. 7.9 we obtain the following decay rates:
F(B - 7-rk) = Pj1(1 + eiCA + e-Ci + O(62))
2 F(B ->io0K-) P 1(1+2 Re( +) ei(EA T CC)+ ) ( + ) + O(2))
2 F( - wok) = p I2(1 + 2 Re(c~) - 2 Re(Eew) - e'cc - -e * + 0(62))
F( * 7+/K-) = Pj2(1 + 2 Re(c') + e2Cir + e ) + O(C2)). (7.11)
To obtain the decay rates of the CP conjugate of the above decays, only the weak
phase 4 is conjugated.
Recall from Eq. 3.7 that the branching ratio is proportional to the average of a
decay and its CP conjugate, the lifetime of the particle. The proportionality constant
is independent of the specific decay. Therefore the relevant branching ratios are:
Br(B --+ rK) oc rTB- P 2(1 + cos(q)Re(CA) + O( 2))
2 Br(B- • 7oK - ) c rTB- IPI 2(1 + 2 Re(c") + 2 cos(q)Re(CA + CT + CC) + O( 2))
-0 CC2 Br(B -+ w oK) c Tpo|P 2 (1 + 2 Re(c") - 2 Re(c") - 2 cos(4)Re(cc) + O(c2))
Br(Bo -+ xrK-) cx T!o|P 2 (1 + 2 Re(6'~) + 2 cos(O)Re(Cr) + O(62)). (7.12)
The Lipkin sum rule is a relation between these four branching ratios:
2 Br(B- --+ OrK- ) - Br(B- -- -- Ko)
Br(B --+ 7r-KO)
rTB- 2 Br(B- -- woK-° ) - Br(B ° -+ +K - )  ( 2) (7.13)+ =O( (7.13)
'6o Br(B- ---- - -O )
The branching ratio we chose to place in the denominator is arbitrary.
The CP-sum rule relates the set of rescaled asymmetries [21, 22, 23, 24]:
A1 2Br(B -+ K - ) x Acp(K-)At=  cp( -°K - )
Br(B- - -K
-)
A2 - Br(B -+ r-K °)A K-)
Br(B -+ 7 -K)
2Br( -_-_oo
A = x Acp (oKO)
Br(B- - - k 0)
A4 = Acp(r -k). (7.14)
The statement of the CP-sum rule is
Al - A2 + A3 - A4 = 0(c2). (7.15)
The usefulness of these decays hinges on the assumption made above that the C terms
in Eq.7.10 are small.
The sum rules for B -+ rK in Eq. 7.13 and 7.15 can be extended to the As =
1, B --+ MMM decays in SU(2). We will discuss four cases. Each case arises from a
quadrangle relation that was given in Sec. 6.1.3. The parameterization of amplitudes
in Eq. 7.9 can be applied to all four decays in each quadrangle relation below. In a
given quadrangle relation, each decay must have a penguin part P, which is enhanced
over tree contributions T by a factor of approximately 1/A2 . The penguin operator
is a 3 in SU(3), so it is necessary that each decay has a nonzero coefficients in the
a3 or b3 columns in the amplitude tables in Appendix A. We also must determine
that each decay is proportional to the same linear combination of a3 and b3 in order
to use a parameterization like the one in Eq. 7.8. Finally, we can check that each of
the decays below has a large penguin part P by ascertaining that we can draw the
corresponding quark diagram of Fig. 3-1(a) for each decay.
The four amplitudes in each quadrangle relation are needed to cancel out both
the order unity terms and the order c terms. What we mean by 6 below is terms
with the size of about (A2T/P) or terms with the size of the ratio of electroweak to
penguin amplitudes (EW/P). An advantage of one of these sum rules is that it does
not involve decays to neutral pions.
The first amplitude relation relates decays of type B --+ K7rr in SU(2):
V2 A(r -- RO(7Troo)s) + A(B- -+ K-(r 7-)s)
+ V2 A(B- -- K-(7o0 °)s) + A(-B- --* K°(-r+)s) = 0. (7.16)
The sum rule relating the branching ratios is:
2 Br(B --+ K(Wozo)s) - Br(B - Ko(_v-r+)s)
Br( - -+ -°(Tx-+)s)
+ T-o 2 Br(B- -- K-(°7°0 )s) - Br(B- - K-(- )s) (). (7.17)+ B O( 2). (.7TB- Br(R -- w(•-F+)s)
And the CP sum rule is:
2 Br(B -+ KO(7rOO)s)Acp(BO ( K-(-°Oo))s) - Ace(W --+ Ko(_ _+)s)
Br(o - -- Ko( 7r+)s)
To Br(B- -+ K-(i-F+)s)Acp(B- -* K-(-U-+)s)
TB- Br(PO -* ko7-(-+)s)
+To 2 Br(B- - K-(T-0 o)s)Acp(B- -+ K-(•0 °o)s) _ O(2) (7.18)+F ---- O •e) ( .8
TB- Br(B --+ E°( r- 7+)s)
This sum rule has two drawbacks: not only is it necessary to make accurate mea-
surements of neutral pion decays, but it is also necessary to determine the relative
symmetries of the pions.
The second set of SU(2) relations has B --* KKK decays:
v2 A((B -+ K+(0K- )s) - A(B- -* K+(K-K-)s)
- v/ A(B -+ KO(K--O)s) + A(P -4 Ko(ko-K)s) = 0 (7.19)
giving the branching ratio sum rule:
2 Br( -, K+(RK-)) - Br(R -, KO(VO))s)
Br(Bo - KO(KKoo)s)
+ T•o 2 Br(B- -4 Ko(K Ko)s) - Br(B -- K+(K-K-)s) O(2) (7.20)
TB- Br(Bo -+ KO(K oK )s)
and the CP sum rule:
2 Br(Y -* K+('K-)s)Acp(P -- K+(-K-)s) -Ac( --> Ko ( )s)
Br(B- -- KO(KK_)s)
T-o Br(B- --+ K+(K-K-)s)Acp(B- -+ K+(K-K-)s)
TB- Br(P - KO (RE)s)
+ T7o 2 Br(B- -+ KO(K -K)s)Acp(B --+ Ko(K-K-)s) O( 2) (7.21)
TB- Br(P - -- KO(-°K)s)
This sum rule is nice because it does not involve any pions, making it easier to test.
However, it is still necessary to sort out the symmetries of the Ks. It is also perhaps
pertinent to point out that the amplitudes in Eq. 7.16 and 7.19 have not only a
penguin contribution, but also a color-suppressed penguin contribution. This simply
means that there is more than one kind of penguin quark diagram that can be drawn
for these decays; this does not change the sum rules as all the penguin terms can be
grouped into the P amplitude. The other amplitudes in the rest of this section do
not have any color-suppressed penguin contribution.
The third set of sum rules relate B -- xrKr decay channels, with an SU(2)
amplitude relation:
V2 A(B- ---+ 7r°K-q) - A(- • -* ir+K-K1)
- v2 A(-ff -- 7r°o• R) + A(B- -+ i-rko) = 0. (7.22)
This relation is an obvious extension of the Lipkin sum rule; the qs are isosinglets, so
the group theory is exactly the same. The sum rule is:
--0
2 Br(B- --+ •rK-,q) - Br(B- -+ 7r-K -)
Br(B- --+ 7r-K-)
-rTB- 2 Br(B ° -- 7rok-°) - Br(B- -- 7r+K-7) 0(= 2) (7.23)
+ -- 0 =O )(.3
To Br(B- - x-K-°)
and the CP sum rule is:
2 Br(B- --+ 7rwoK-r)Acp(B- 7roK-q) Acp(B
-0 __-0Br(B- -4 nK-° r)
rTB- Br(B -+ r+K-7)Acp(B- -- i+K-7)
B- o Br(B- --o r-K-°)C )
+T- 2 Br(B -- 7r°K-)Acp(B -- •rok ) = O(E2 ). (7.24)
+-o Br(B- --+ x-°q)
Note that because the r, K, and r are distinguishable in the SU(2) limit there are no
enforced symmetries in this relation. The SU(3) amplitude relation corresponding to
Eq. 7.22 has an 8s and all mesons symmetrized. Appendix A indicates that the SU(3)
decays B --+ wKr 8 have no terms from the 3 part of the Hamiltonian, implying there
is no penguin term. However, the decay B --+ rKy does have a penguin amplitude.
The final set of relations is for the decays B -+ KKw. Again, because we have
three distinguishable particles in SU(2), there is no enforced symmetry on the decays
in the following SU(2) amplitude relation:
V2 A(-ho - K-K' °o) + A( -• + K-Ko° + )
+ v' A( --+ OKoo) + _( 7K7-) = 0 (7.25)
with the sum rule:
2 Br(B- - K-K+7r) - Br(B- - K-Ko +r)
Br('o -+ -K+-
2 Br(B --+ R Ko- o) - Br(B K K+-) (2) (7.26)
+ -- -__ = O(C 2). (7.26)Br(B- --- KK+r-)
Finally our last CP sum rule is:
2 Br(B -- K-K+7o)Acp(B-0 --+ K-K+ro) -
-- -0- ACP(- -- ?K-°K+)
Br(B, -+ K K+r-)
Br(B- --+ K-Kr+)Acp(B -, K-Kor +)
Br(Bo -* KK+j-)
2 Br(- -0 ooo _---o
+2 Br( - K K7rO)Acp(B. - K-K 0°) = O(E2). (7.27)
+ Br(B - KK+x-)
All the sum rules have exactly the same form. In the sum rules relating branching
ratios, the branching ratios with the prefactor of 2 have the same sign, and the
other branching ratios have opposite sign. The denominators in the sum rules are
arbitrary. Any of the four possible branching ratios in each sum rule can be placed
in the denominator; different branching ratios will only effect a change of O(E3).
The last two sets of sum rules we gave for B -* wKr and B -+ KKr can
be applied more readily than the first two, as these make no assumptions about
the relative angular momentum of the three mesons. In the first two sum rules
for B -- 7rK and B -+ KKK, there are two particles that must have relative
even angular momentum. There is also the issue of the neutral pion, which is more
troublesome for experimentalists. This difficulty with so unfortunately infects three
of our sum rules. Hence despite the symmetry restriction, B -+ KKK remains a
particularly appealing way of testing the data because of the lack of neutral pions.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
Determining the sources of CP violation is an important test of the Standard Model.
By comparing experimental data with constraints on the CKM matrix, we can as-
certain whether the Standard Model is enough to explain the processes observed in
colliders. As a result, the study of CP violation is also a promising route to finding
"new physics".
The study of B meson decays has been particularly fruitful to our knowledge of
the CKM matrix. One way to make predictions for B meson decays is by using
group theory in the limit of SU(2) and SU(3) flavor symmetry, which allows us to
determine decay amplitudes as linear combinations of a few constants, the reduced
matrix elements. This makes it possible to relate different decay channels. Group
theoretical analyses of decays such as B --+ r7r and B --+ -xK have provided precise
predictions for B decays. Here the decays depend on 5 reduced matrix elements.
In this thesis we analyzed the decay B --+ MMM using group theory. In three-
body decays there are several possibilities for the relative symmetries of the mesons
M: totally symmetric when every pair of mesons has relative even angular momen-
tum eigenvalue, totally antisymmetric when every pair has relative odd angular mo-
mentum, and mixed symmetry when some pairs of mesons have no relative angular
momentum eigenvalue. These symmetries determine the number of reduced matrix
elements. In the SU(3) limit, there are 7 reduced matrix elements which completely
describe B decays to three mesons M in a totally symmetric state. There are also
7 reduced matrix elements when the three mesons M are in a totally antisymmetric
state. However, when considering mixed symmetries there are as many as 25 or 28
reduced matrix elements for odd and even mixed symmetry, respectively.
The discussion in this thesis focused on totally symmetric and totally symmetric
wavefunctions in the SU(3) and SU(2) limits. Because there are many three-body
decays and relatively few reduced matrix elements, one can find a large number
of simple SU(3) relations between decay amplitudes. In the SU(2) limit, we could
expand our discussion to decays with mixed symmetries. In summary, we found simple
relations between two decay amplitudes that led to relations between the observable
decay rates. We also discussed triangle and quadrangle relations between three and
four decay amplitudes respectively.
Combined with facts about CKM factors and the electroweak Hamiltonian, a
number of these triangle and quadrangle relations yield tidy methods for determining
weak phases from observables. The triangle relations we presented for B ~ MMM
were analogous to the B -- 7rwr isospin triangles. Here one exploits the fact that one
decay amplitude in the triangle relations has no penguin term, and is consequently
dominated by a tree amplitude T. One can directly obtain the weak phase by measur-
ing 6 different numbers: 3 branching ratios and 2 CP asymmetries listed in Eq. 7.3,
and a time-dependent asymmetry.
We also derived sum rules for As = 1 B --+ MMM decays, which are analogous
to the sum rules for B --- 7rK. Here we take advantage of the difference in size of the
two relevant CKM factors. Because the CKM factor multiplying the tree amplitudes
T is smaller by about A2 than the CKM factor multiplying penguin amplitudes P,
these decays are penguin dominated. From a quadrangle amplitude relation, we can
thus derive sum rules directly relating the observable branching ratios and the CP
asymmetries, listed in Eqs. 7.17-7.27. These sum rules are accurate to order c2, where
E is a number that has the size of about A2T/P or the size of the ratio of electroweak
(EW) to penguin amplitudes.
The effectiveness of the relations presented in this thesis depends in part on the
ability of experimentalists to make accurate measurements about decays to neutral
pions and to separate decays according to relative angular momentum. All of our
isospin triangles and two of our sets of sum rules stipulate a particular symmetry
between two of the mesons in the decay. However, two sets of sum rules we derived
do not depend on any particular symmetry and are free of this restriction. Many of
the relations we derived also require reliable observations of decays involving neutral
pions, a challenge for experimental particle physics. Here we were able to derive
one set of sum rules, for the B --+ KKK channel, which has no neutral pions. In
conclusion, the abundance of new constraints we have provided should offer a variety
of options for testing the Standard Model.
Appendix A
Full Decay Amplitudes in Terms of
Reduced Matrix Elements
In Appendix A we give all the SU(3) decay amplitudes as linear combinations of 7
reduced matrix elements. This appendix is separated according to As = 0 and As = 1
decays and relative angular momentum. Only decay amplitudes involving totally
symmetric or antisymmetric final states are given here. The amplitude relations from
Chapter 6 are all derived using these decay amplitudes. In these tables, the leftmost
column gives the decay. The other columns give the relative contribution of each
reduced matrix element. The labels for the reduced matrix elements corresponds to
the coefficients in Eq. 4.17 and Eq. 4.19. The numerical values of the coefficients
are in general different for each set of relative L and cannot be determined by group
theory alone.
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Appendix B
SU(3) Relations With r8
In Chapter 6 our discussion of SU(3) relations was limited to relations without 7s
due to , - q8s mixing. The SU(3) relations including decays to q8 are all provided
in Appendix B. Again we divide the appendix according to As = 0 or As = 1 and
totally symmetric wavefunction or totally antisymmetric wavefunction.
B.1 As = 0, MMM Completely Symmetric
The simplest relation is:
A(B- --+ (K-Kor0 )s)= v A(B- -+ (K-K's8 )s). (B.1)
Next we have several triangle relations:
A(8 - (Ko°7o r)s) - 3 A(B -+ (Ko7sr8s)s) = A(B- --+ (KoKo°o)s)
V'i A(B- (K°o°77°)s) - / A(- - (K 0 8s )s) = v A(B -•+ (Ko7rros)s).
(B.2)
The above two triangle relations can be combined to give two more. There are at
least three more triangle relations:
v3 A( -* (sqr-K+K)s) + A(B- --+ (r°or-K+)s) = 2v-3 A(B -* (K-K 0 , 8)s)
V0 A(W - (1oV8s8)s) + v A( -- (7oir7-+)s) = -2V/ A(' -+ (K o0 r0 s)s)
A(B ° -- (KO °ORo)s) - v/3 A( ° -+ (Ko%8o-)s) = A(-f -+ (KoKoK-)s). (B.3)
There are a large number of quadrangle relations involving B- --+ 7-7r-7r+w (which
is proportional to the B- --+ 7r0 r 0 r- decay amplitude). We begin with the following:
V0 A(P -- (Ko°on8)s) + 2 A(i -> (iOr-K+)s)
= V6- A(B- - (rs1x-r 0)s) - 2V3- A(B- - (,8K-Ko)s)
= v' A(B- (r-KoKo)s) - A(B -- (7r7r-7r+)s). (B.4)
In addition are there several B- - 7-7r-7r+ relations which only involve B- decays:
v3 A(B- -- (7r-7-r+)s) + 2vf A(B- -- (Wo°7)s)s)
= 8 A(B- - (K-Ko°8)s)- 2v/ A(B- --+ (7-'*)s)
A(B- --+ (r-r7+)s) - V A(B- -* (7r-KoO)s)
= 2x/43 A(B- -+ (K-Koq8)s) - v/ A(B- --+ (7orr-8s)s). (B.5)
Combining the above two relations gives three more relations.
The following two decays can also be combined to give 3 more relations:
2V3 A(-f - (qK-K+)s) + A(- -- (Ko°r°ro)s)
= -3 A(7 -* (K?78•8•)s) - 2 A(Bo -* (Koroko)s)
A(B - (Kororo)s) + V/ A(WO --+ (Koq2?sK)s)
= 3 A(B- --+ (Koq8?8)s) + A(- -s (KoorK-o)s). (B.6)
Next we look at quadrangle relations involving only o decays:
4 A(B -° ' (Ko%8Ko)s)
= -4 A(-B -f (qsK-K+)s) + V A( -• + (ro°r- r+)s) + V6 A(P --+ (or0 8q8)s)
= 4 A(- --> (,qsK-K+)s) + V A( -° (owr 0°s8)s) - 3V6 A( -° -+ (rq888)s)
(B.7)
and
V- A(R -+ (.o.%.oo)s) - v A(P -+ (7-rog)s)
= v A( - -* (Kororo)s) - v' A(P --+ (KoroKo)s). (B.8)
--0There are also a number of B. decay relations:
2 A( -+ (KoK-K+)s) - V6 A(P -* (K+7r-7 8)s)
= -- A( -' (K+7r-7ro)s) - 2 A(B -+ (K0 -7r+)s)
= v2 A(B --+ (K 07r 0 o)s) - A(- -+ (K - r+)s) (B.9)
and
2V/3 A( -+ (wCKo-K+)) + V6 A(i -• (Kor-7r+)s)
= V/3 A(B- -+ (KOKOKO)s) - 3V2 A(I- - (Ko°xo 8 )s)
= -2v'3 A(B -- (Kos 8s 8)s) - 2v2 A(B -•+ (Koi°r0 s)s). (B.10)
Finally we give relations among decays of all three B mesons:
V6 A(' -B (K0N8)s) - v2 A( -- (KoN8s)s)
= A( --+ (7wo °)s)- A(P - (-ro %os)s)
A( --+ (787r-K)s) + V3 A( -, (°ro-K+)s)
= V2 A(B- --+ ( -))- V A(i -+ (K7w0 8)s)
A(7~ -+ (KoK - K+)s) - v6 A(B- -+ (KosK-)s)
= 3v/ A(W -•+i (Kos 87 8)s) - V A(Ps --+ (KOKOKO)s). (B.11)
B.2 As = 1, MMM Completely Symmetric
In this section we give As = 1 relations when all the mesons have relative even angular
momentum. There are several simple relations:
A(- -* (K-rwo+)s) = -A(B- * (Ro7r-)s)
-0 0 6~~3 B0-o+(r-r7A( -+ (7o o)s) = - A( (• o)s)
-vF A( ( - T80 %r)s) = A(i -k ( -s7r-r)s)
A(B- --+ (K-K-K+)s) = -v/ A(B- -+ (K-r-7r+)s). (B.12)
The following triangle relations also result in a number of other triangle and quad-
rangle relations:
A( --+ (Ko0 KK)s)
= A( -+ (KOoo)s) - 3 A(W --+ ( r/s)s)
=e- A(B (Oq8)s) - 2 A(W -+ W )s)
= V6 A(B - (K-q8-wo)s) - V2 A(-h -+ (- K-K+)s)
= A(- -+ (R-Ko°o)s) - V3 -A( -+ (KoKs 8)s). (B.13)
There are three more independent triangle relations:
2v' A ( - (7rOqs)s) + v' A(B -> (or)7878S) + 3 A( -~ (o0 - +)s) = 0
A(B- (r- ro)s) = V3 A(B- - (r-• K 8)s) - A(R - (K-ro +)s) = 0
A(B- - (K-KoK)s) - A(B- - (K-7r-w+)s) - /2 A(B -- (K-8°ro)s) = 0.
(B.14)
As for quadrangle relations we begin with B- decay relations. The first two
relations can be combined to obtain two more:
2 A(B- -+ (7os 8K-)s) + 0 A(B- -+ (K-sr7s)s)
= vf A(B- -- (q8) -)s)- V A(B- -* (K-i-7+)s)
A(B- --+ (K-r°oro)s) + 3 A(B- - (K-r 8r 8)s)
= v06 A(B- -+ (K-r87ro)s) - 2v- A(B- -- (K-Ko°-)s)
2 A(B- -+ (Rrol-)s) + A(B --* (K-7roro)s)
= 3 A(B- - (K-qs18)s) + v2 A(B- -+ (K-Ko°K)s). (B.15)
There is one relation involving only o:
V A(° -4 (,q8wK-)s) + vf A(R -- (Ro7ro)) =
= 2 A(-B -- (-K-K+)s) + A(I --+ (K-7r-r+)s). (B.16)
Finally there are four quadrangle relations involving decays of two or more B
mesons:
V2 A(r -- (K-ro•r+)s) + 3V2 A(B- --+ (K-7s18 s)s)
= -2 A(B- - (K-KOK)s) - A(B- -4 (K-r-7r+)s)
v' A(B-+ (rs8 r- r+)s) + V A( -i (qsK-K+)s) =
= V A( --+ (rs87r+K-)s) + V2 A(-- -- (KoK-wr+)s)
V2 A(- - (KoK-r+)s) + A(-, - (r°r-7r+)s)
- V3- A(Ri-ý(78rl+S - V2 A(770-- (kOK-K+)S)
A(IB --+ (wo o •8)s) - 3v+ A(-O -+ (~qs(s8)s)
S4Vi A(B -•+ (Ko~sKO)s) + 2 A(B- -- (°worsK-)s). (B.17)
B.3 As =0, MMM Completely Antisymmetric
Beginning with As = 0 relations, there are several triangle relations:
A(° -+ (Ko%7 )A) + V3 A(R -* (KOwOR)A) + V2 A(i -* (K'o 8)A) = 0
/ A(B-0 ->+ (KoK7 8 )A) - A(B - (KoK 0 )A) - 2v2 A(B- -+ (-7r--OKO)A) = 0
v A(B0 -O (KoK-7s)A) - A(B- -- r87r-)A)- V A(B- ~ (7r--KKO)A) = 0.
(B.18)
Combining the last two listed above gives 2 more triangle relations. The quadrangle
relations are:
V A(B- -+ (18s-K+)A) (B.19)
= 3 A( - K+ (or0 -K+)A) + 6 A(B- ~ (KoK-7r0 )A) - 2v A(- * (K 0 0 q8)A)
= A( -> (rr-K+)A) + V A(- ~ (KoK-K+)A)+ V2 A(' (Kro- )A)
3 A(P-O (RK+ _)A)
v( A(P - (78qsK-K+)A)+ v'3 A( --- (q8-7r+)A) + A( - (k)A
Again, more quadrangle relations can be found using the equations above.
B.4 As = 1, MMM Completely Antisymmetric
For As = 1 decays with antisymmetric MMM, we begin with the triangle relation:
V A( -~ (K7°rr)A) + A(' -+ (RKO°8)A)= V= A(0 - (7O?78))A).
(B.20)
There are a number of quadrangle relations that, when combined, result in several
triangle relations. The quadrangle relations are:
2 A(P -+ (78-r+K-)A)- 2\/ A(7 -+ (FO78k)A)
= V6 A(B- ~ (KOK--K)A)- 3v/2 A(B- -* (OK-718)A)
= V3 A(B -* (O7ro-)A) + 3 A(B- - (78 oEO)A)
- 2V/ A(B- -+ (O7r-R°)A)+ 2v/ A(B -+ (KoK- ))A)
= 6 A(B- - 7 (7- -)A) - 2V6 A(B- - (KoK-K)A) (B.21)
and combining the equations just listed gives the triangle relations:
A(B- -- (8r--)A) + vý A(B -- (rOr-K)A) + 2V/ A(B -+ (K-r-0 8)A) = 0
2V2 A(B -+ (KOK-KO)A)+ A(B- -+ (K-rOr7-)A)- V3 A(B - (r8rr-K-)A) = 0
V A(B- * (KOK--K)A) - A(B -- (K-7rO8)A) - 8 A(B- (87- )A) = 0
A(B- --+ (KOK--)A)+ V•A(B --+ (K-r°O8)A)+ V2 A(B-0 (-%o°r-)A) = 0.
(B.22)
Finally we have another set of quadrangle relations:
v/ A (P-O (RCK-K+)A) (B.23)
-= V3 A(-R -- (87--7r+)A)- V2 A(17 -- (KOK w+)A) - A(0 -• + ( -7-r -+)A)
= A(-- (roK-K+)A)- v2 A(- -- (-K-K+)A)- V3 A(- - (q8K-K+)A)
= A(B -0 (K-_ir 0 ) 0 + ) A(o - (or +)A)_- v A(Po -- (87sK-)A).
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